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*****
This report is dedicated to Heather Anne Jackson. Her spending as Eagle Mountain’s mayor
was the inspiration and driving force behind the compilation of this report.

Part I
-----

The Crimes

When the top cops in Utah are crooked it’s reasonable to expect that corruption
will flourish beneath them until it reaches the lowest levels of government. This was certainly the
case in Eagle Mountain when John Swallow and Mark Shurtleff were Utah’s attorney generals, and it may
remain the case if Sean Reyes, the new AG, doesn’t punish our kleptocrats either.
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WARNING: THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS IRREVERENT LANGUAGE THAT IS USED
TO HIGHLIGHT THE CORRUPT NATURE OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WHO
MISUSED TAXPAYER MONEY, TRIED TO COVER IT UP, LIED IN THE PROCESS,
OR ASSISTED OTHERS IN THESE ACTS. WHEN PUBLIC SERVANTS ENGAGE IN
ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES THEY DESERVE TO BE CALLED OUT IN THE BLUNTEST
TERMS POSSIBLE, ESPECIALLY WHEN THERE IS DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE OF
THEIR CORRUPTION.
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Introduction
Eagle Mountain City is a bedroom community that is located about 45 minutes south of Salt
Lake City along Utah’s Wasatch Front. Because its real estate is relatively cheap, many
individuals of modest means (young families, first-time homeowners, teachers, retirees, and
police officers) choose to make Eagle Mountain their home.
Even though the city has over 50 square miles within its boundaries, it only has about 25,000
residents. According to an August 12, 2013 article by CNN Money, Eagle Mountain City is also
the youngest town in America.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/11/youngest-towns-america_n_3907689.html slide=start
Eagle Mountain has six elementary schools, one middle school, and one middle/high school.
Due to the large number of children, family budgets are often very tight.

The city center area of Eagle Mountain which is pictured above is where most of the city’s
employees work. It has no restaurants, gas stations, grocery stores, department stores, or
movie theaters. In fact, it doesn’t have any retail establishments of any kind. And not much
grows there except tumble weeds, children, and . . . government.
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Food Purchases
Despite the remoteness of the city and the frugality of its residents, Eagle Mountain’s
kleptocrats used their city-issued credit cards to buy thousands of meals worth over $42,885.91*
at the following establishments between 2010 and 2013:
Apollo Burger
Applebee's
Arctic Circle
Astro Burger
Bajio Mexican Grill
Braza Grill
Buffalo Wild Wings
Burger Inc.
Burger King
Café El Lago
Cafe Rio
Café Zupas
Carl's Jr
Chick-Fil-A
Chili's
China Express
Chipotle Restaurant
Chuck-A-Rama
Circle K
Clubexpress
Cold Stone
Costa Vida Restaurant
Country Bakery
Cracker Barrel
Crown Burger Restaurant
Del Taco
Denny's Restaurant
Dickey's
Dippidee
Dunford Bakery
El Paisa Grill
El Pollo Loco
Five Guys
Gateway Grill
Gloria's Little Italy
Golden Corral
Gondolfo's Deli
Goodwood BBQ
Gourmet Gift Baskets
Great Steak and Potato
Gun Barrel Steak
Hall of Fame Grill
Happy Sumo

Harmon's
Hires Big H
iHop
In-N-Out Burger
Jalisco Market
JB's Restaurant
JCW Restaurant
Jim's Family Restaurant
Jimmy John's
Joe Morley's BBQ
KFC
Kneaders
Koi Japanese Cuisine
Leslie's Family Tree
Lisa's Country Kitchen
Little Caesars
Little Corner Café
Loftes - A Private Club
Lokals
Longhorn Steak House
Los 2 Amigo's
Los Hermanos
Maceys
Market Street Grill
Marley’s Gourmet Sliders
Maverick Country Store
McDonald's
McGrath’s Public Fish House
Mimi's Cafe
New China Express
Nothing Bundt Cakes
Olive Garden
Outback Restaurant
P.F. Chang’s
Papa John's
Paradise Bakery & Cafe
Pizza Hut
Pizza Pie Cafe
R & R BBQ
Red Iguana
Red Lobster
Red Robin
Rib City Grill

Rodizio Grill
Ruby River
Rumbi Island Grill
Scaddy Time
Sconecutter
Sean's Smokehouse
Shari’s Berries
Simply Ice Cream
Sizzler
SLCC Capitol Dining
Smart Cookie Co
Smith's Food
So. Pt. Coroafo Café
Sonic Drive-in
Su Casa Mexican Restaurant
Subway
Sushi House
Taco Time
TCBY DIA Conc
Tenochtitlan Market
Texas Roadhouse
Thaifoon Taste
Thanksgiving Point
The Dodo Restaurant
The Downtown Philly
The Italian Place
The Ranches Grill
The Smoking Apple
The Webstaurant
TITA's Grill & Catering
Tokyo Japanese Steakhouse
Tucanos Brazilian Grill
Village Inn Restaurant
Village Pizza
Wal-Mart Supercenter
WalMart
Wasatch Deli
Wendy's
Wingers
Wingnutz
Won Won Wok
Yapona Japanese Cuisine
Yogurt Bliss

*This list is not all-inclusive. It contains only the 799 food-related charges that could be positively identified in the
city’s credit card statements. There are LOTS of other Walmart charges for “staff meetings” that were most likely for
food but were excluded from the overall count. Also, the count doesn’t include any food purchases made at Costco
since the city refused to turn over it’s Costco credit card statements.

Department Stores and Other Unusual Vendors
Here are some of the other intriguing vendors that can be found on the city’s credit card
statements:

A A Callister Inc.

Fun saver

Res Kayak.com

A Mad Mans Hobby Store

Gamestop

Ribbons Galore

Accessorygeeks.com

Guitar Center

Ross Store

All About Fuel and Food

Gumball Machine Factory

Runners Corner

Amazon

Hancock Fabrics

Sankey Rodeo School

Apple iTunes Store

Happy Trails Tack

Scentsy

Apple Online Store

Hermanstreet.com

Snapfish

Aprons and Socks

Hoffman Boots

Spirit Halloween

Backyards Inc

Hogle Zoo.org

Sportsman’s Warehouse

Banana Republic

Home Fabrics

Spread shirt

Barnes & Noble

Hy O Silver

Stop Falling .com

Bass Pro Shops

Jack and Jills Bowling

Target

Best Buy

Joann Fabric

The Buckle Online

Big 5 Sporting Goods

King

The Hawaiian Lei

Bouncing Bins rentals

Kohl's

TJ Max

BUY.COM

Lisa's Embroidery

TL Marshall Company

BYU Ticket Office

Maurice's

Tough Enough to Wear Pink

Cabela's

Maynard Buckles

Towne Cinemas

Cal Ranch

MTM American Watch

Toywiz

Christmas LI

Mybullfrog.com

Trafalga Place

Columbia Sportswear

Natl Ropers Supply

Utah Jazz

Coyote Threads

Old Navy

Utah RV Rentals

Custom Wristbands

Oriental Trading Post

Van Heusen

Deb's Shops

Partyland

VF Outlet

Dillard's

Petsmart

Wal-Mart

Disco Go Tech

Pioneer Party

Water Gardens Cinema

Eddie Bauer

Pro Rodeo Hall of Fame

Wilkinson Trophy

Epic Biking

Professional Rodeo Cowboy

www.Kohls.com

Express

Ream's Western Outfitters

Zagg Mill Creek

EZ Ticket live

Red Hanger

Zerbee

FTD Flowers

To put these purchases in perspective you have to remember that the city thought it was on a
starvation diet during the 2010-2013 period because there was no extra money coming in from
building activities after the housing bubble burst in 2008. Imagine how much money these
employees blew when the city was flush with cash!
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Missing Credit Card Statements
When I originally requested all of the city’s credit card statements on November 21, 2013, I
expected to get all of them at no charge because Utah’s Government Records Access
Management Act (GRAMA) states that if the release of records primarily benefits the public,
governmental agencies are encouraged to grant fee waivers. (63G-2-203-4a)
On November 25, 2013 I received a response from Mayor Heather Jackson’s administration
which stated, "...it is the position of the city that the record requests do not benefit the public
rather than you individually. Accordingly, the City hereby denies your request for an expedited
response. Likewise, the City denies your request for the City to waive its fees...." In addition, the
city required me to prepay $400 in fees and promised to give me a refund if any balance
remained after they had fulfilled my request. After Mayor Chris Pengra took office in January
2014 I asked him to reverse the city’s denial of my fee waiver request and he personally refused
to do so.
Eventually, Fionnuala Kofoed, the city recorder and close friend of Mayor Pengra, charged me
$1,096.17 for 1,095 pages of statements and supporting documents, and wouldn’t release them
in a timely manner. When I picked up the first batch on Jan 16th, she only had the statements
for 2010 and 2011 in her office. After weeks of hounding I was allowed to pick up the second
batch on Feb. 6th for 2012 and 2013. During this pickup she actually admitted that these latter
statements had also been available on Jan 16th but that she had “left” them in the basement.
After performing an audit to determine the completeness of her response I discovered that up to
54 additional statements were still missing. She turned over six of these on Feb 26-27. But on
April 8th I learned that the city was also withholding four years worth of Costco credit card
statements. Here are the statements which the city is still refusing to turn over (as of 4/03/2015):

Zions Bank Statements
Heather Jackson -- Mayor
Jul 2011
Jul 2012
Kent Partridge -- Building Official
Aug 2011
Feb 2012
Jan 2013
Feb 2013
Jun 2013
Jul 2013
David Norman -- Asst. Public Works Dir.
Nov 2011
Dec 2011
Dec 2013
Dave Crawley -- Natural Gas Foreman
Jul 2013
Jeff Weber -- Asst. Public Works Dir.
Apr 2013
Jason Lovell -- Custodian
Jul 2010

Costco Statements

Ifo Pili -- City Administrator
Mar 2010
Apr 2010
Jul 2010
Dec 2010
Jul 2011
Aug 2011
Jan 2012
Feb 2012
Mar 2012
Apr 2012
Apr 2013
May 2013
Jun 2013
Jul 2013
Aug 2013
Sep 2013
Oct 2013
Nov 2013
Dec 2013
Steve Mumford -- Planning Dir.
Mar 2010
May 2010
Nov 2010
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Jan 2010
Feb 2010
Mar 2010
Apr 2010
May 2010
Jun 2010
Jul 2010
Aug 2010
Sep 2010
Oct 2010
Nov 2010
Dec 2010
Jan 2011
Feb 2011
Mar 2011
Apr 2011
May 2011
Jun 2011
Jul 2011
Aug 2011
Sep 2011
Oct 2011
Nov 2011
Dec 2011

Jan 2012
Feb 2012
Mar 2012
Apr 2012
May 2012
Jun 2012
Jul 2012
Aug 2012
Sep 2012
Oct 2012
Nov 2012
Dec 2012
Jan 2013
Feb 2013
Mar 2013
Apr 2013
May 2013
Jun 2013
Jul 2013
Aug 2013
Sep 2013
Oct 2013
Nov 2013
Dec 2013

The city originally claimed that the credit card statements in italics didn’t even exist, but I was
able to prove conclusively that the statements in bold did exist despite the city’s claims to the
contrary.
The partial cover-up of the city’s egregious spending through document delays, exorbitant copy
fees, and the withholding of statements was one of Mayor Pengra’s first accomplishments in
office. This was shocking because just a few months earlier he had posted the following
statements on his campaign website:
On Leadership With Integrity
. . . Further, I pledge that my administration will strive
continually for the very highest level of
transparency. Knowledge is power and the power in a
representative republic should properly rest with the
citizens. I’ll make sure you have the information you need
to remain informed to hold us accountable.
On Fiscal Responsibility
I believe that the Mayor of Eagle Mountain is first and
foremost the protector and manager of our community’s
resources. The money the city spends is ultimately your
money. As Mayor, I will take the greatest care to be
thoughtful when spending it and consistently accountable
for its stewardship.
On another page he wrote:
I know that intentional concealment of the truth does not work well as a long-term plan,
and as Abraham Lincoln has said, “No man has a good enough memory to make a
successful liar.” Instead, I have found that honesty works best, even if it involves shortterm discomfort. When mistakes are made, I will admit them and seek forgiveness.
In another section he wrote:
The successful stewardship of taxpayer dollars will be predicated on clear and honest
four-way communication between executive leadership, city council, employees, and the
public. Dishonesty will not be tolerated from employees or executive leadership.
Mayor Pengra has known about these charges since November 2013 and he has refused to talk
about them publicly. So much for clear communication. And as far as I know, he hasn’t fired a
single employee responsible for them either. In fact, he recently promoted Paul Jerome, the
city’s finance director, to also be the city’s assistant administrator. This is the guy who was
supposed to make sure that all taxpayer money was spent legally!
Now I’ve got to admit that Pengra’s duplicitousness has exposed the depths of my naiveté.
Never in my wildest dreams did I think “Pengra the Candidate” could stand for truth, honesty,
transparency, fiscal responsibility, and accountability and then throw them all out the window as
soon as he got into office. At worst, I thought he would be just like other politicians who get
slowly corrupted by the power of their office. Boy, was I wrong! His near instant flip-flopping
makes him a very special kind of politician. Only a political sociopath is capable of such instant
duplicity.
*****

Although the existence of a lot of the Zions Bank statements is still in dispute, I was able to
prove conclusively that his administration illegally withheld three of them. Of these three the two
that are the most troubling are Mayor Heather Jackson’s July 2011 and July 2012 statements.
What makes them special is that the city’s new fiscal year begins on July 1st and that’s when its
employees traditionally go on their spending sprees.
The city recorder told me in an email that the July 2011 statement didn’t exist because there
was no activity on it and she claimed that she would give me a copy of the July 2012 statement,
which she never did. (She actually gave me another copy of June’s statement and said it was
for July.)
Since Zions Bank always produces and sends statements when there was purchasing activity in
the previous month--even if it’s just to show that a payment posted to the account --Zions would
have produced and sent the city statements for July 2011 and July 2012 if Mayor Jackson had
used her credit card to make purchases in the previous Junes.
Here are copies of Mayor Jackson’s June 2011 and June 2012 statements:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Jackson-June-statements.pdf
Obviously, the missing July statements do exist and since the city is still withholding them, they
must be truly scandalous. Perhaps, Pengra and the city recorder would be more willing to turn
them over if they were inundated with requests from residents and reporters who want to know
the truth about our former mayor’s spending.
If you would like to help out, please (1) download this partially filled out GRAMA request form:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/GRAMA-Jackson-missing-statements.pdf
. . . (2) fill out your contact info at the top and (3) send it directly to the city recorder at:
Fionnuala B Kofoed
City Recorder CMC
fkofoed@emcity.org
801-789-6610
She is required by law to fulfill the request within 10 days, and since it’s clearly in the public
interest to release these statements with their supporting documentation, she should also grant
you a fee waiver.
If these statements do indeed contain criminal transactions, it might mean that Mayor Pengra,
the city recorder, the finance director, and the city attorney are all part of a conspiracy to cover
up criminal activity within the city.
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Current Spending Problems
While Pengra is obviously not responsible for the city’s 2010-2013 credit card charges that were
made before his time in office, he is responsible for their partial cover-up and for the city’s
ongoing waste of taxpayer money. Here are a few photos that illustrate the current spending
problems within the city.
Food Purchases
Here is a Sean’s Smokehouse vehicle delivering food to the city:

When I came back about 90 minutes later the food was still being unloaded.
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Here are a few pictures of city vehicles at Won Won Wok, a restaurant in Saratoga Springs.
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Here is a shot of what appears to be a city employee using a government vehicle for a personal
trip to Taco Bell. There didn’t appear to be at an official “meeting” at this location since he left a
coworker in his truck.
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These pictures prove that city employees are still using taxpayer vehicles and/or city credit
cards to get to their dining destinations and buy their meals.
Clothing Purchases
The next photo is my favorite. An observant former resident of Eagle Mountain snapped the
following pic while she was driving through Provo. And when she went inside the store she
found two employees trying on boots.
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Check out the following screen shot from the state’s transparency website:

Certainly, a western wear outfitter can’t be a legitimate government uniform vendor! And doesn’t
it seem like a waste of money to let employees use work hours and city vehicles to go on
shopping trips? If the city was going to buy clothing for its employees the least it could do is
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have them buy their clothes on their own time using their own vehicles and then reimburse them
later.
What’s really odd about these transactions are their even values. Were they buying actual
clothes or were they buying gift cards for themselves? Gift card transactions often have round
values like these. Retail transactions rarely end in “.00” so often. And if they were buying gift
cards for themselves, how do taxpayers know the cards were used for legitimate government
purchases? And if they were buying gift cards, weren’t they essentially using a government
vendor account to buy cash equivalents which they could then use for non-government
expenses without being tracked? The whole thing seems awfully shady to me.
Commuting with City Vehicles
The next photo shows a city truck at a private house in Highland, Utah, which is located about
20 miles East of Eagle Mountain. Either this was a personal trip using a city vehicle or this truck
was being used by one of the many city employees that are allowed to commute using city
vehicles.

Months later as I was driving by this same house I noticed that there was an unmarked Dodge
RAM 5500 bucket truck with exempt plates sitting in the driveway. I didn’t think much of it at the
time, but over the next several weeks I saw this same truck at the same house many other
times and it made me wonder: Was an Eagle Mountain City employee using this gas guzzler as
his personal commuting vehicle? A couple months later I was able to snap a shot of this same
truck leaving Eagle Mountain and the license plates matched!
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When I checked the specs on the truck I found out that it’s not uncommon for this type of truck
to only get 6-8 mpg since it has a huge diesel engine and it’s also loaded down with all kinds of
heavy equipment. Imagine that! A city employee using one of the most fuel inefficient vehicles in
the city’s fleet as his daily commuter. The purchase price of the truck was $122,261.

But it gets worse. If this employee uses this truck as his daily commuter, he will put an average
of 10,000 miles per year on it based upon his 40 mile round-trip commute. If the truck averages
7 mpg he will use about 1,429 gallons of diesel at $3.825 per gallon (the average 2014 price).
That makes his annual fuel expense $5,464 per year and that doesn’t even include all the
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maintenance and depreciation costs he will also incur. Although we can’t calculate the true cost
to taxpayers without access to the city’s detailed vehicle records, we can estimate the cost by
modifying the IRS’s standard mileage deduction figures.
The 2014 IRS standard deduction per mile figure for regular vehicles is 56 cents per mile. Since
equipment trucks are considerably more expensive to operate, let’s double that number to $1.12
per mile. That means the approximate total expense to city taxpayers would be at least $11,200
per year. That’s more than all of the city’s restaurant purchases in FY 2013!
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_gnd_dcus_nus_a.htm
http://www.irs.gov/2014-Standard-Mileage-Rates-for-Business,-Medical-and-Moving-Announced
What makes the use of this city vehicle so egregious is that almost all of the city’s utilities are
underground. In other words, there’s no legitimate reason for a city employee to use a bucket
truck as his commuting vehicle, even if he’s on call. It ought to be parked at the public works
building and he ought to use his own vehicle to drive to work like regular people. And if he gets
called in to work after hours, the city can then reimburse him on a case by case basis.
But he’s not the only one that’s wasting tons of taxpayer money. I’ve actually seen an Eagle
Mountain City employee who lives in American Fork use a city snow plow truck as his
commuting vehicle when there was absolutely no snow in the weather forecast. Sure, it was one
of the smaller trucks, but I can only imagine the horrendous gas mileage it gets when it’s loaded
down with a plow and salt spreader.
Eagle Mountain’s employees don’t seem to care about how much money they waste as long as
they can save a buck personally. It sounds crazy but it might be cheaper in the long run for the
city to buy a fleet of dedicated commuting vehicles so its employees won’t put unnecessary
wear and tear and on the city’s expensive trucks. Here are a dozen cars that would be cheaper
to buy and operate than the city’s bucket truck:

Alternate City Commuting Vehicles
Goal: less expensive and more fuel efficient than a city bucket truck

Year

Make

Model

Cost

MPG
(city/hwy)

0-60 sec.
(approx.)

2015

Mercedes

S550

$119,900.00

16/24

4.5

2015

BMW

750li x-drive AWD

$86,480.00

23/31

4.5

2015

Porche

Carerra

$84,300.00

19/27

4.6

2015

Chevrolet

Corvette

$78,995.00

14/21

3.0

2015

Audi

TTS Roadster

$51,700.00

22/31

4.5

2015

Acura

RLX

$48,450.00

20/31

5.8

2014

Lotus

Elise

$47,195.00

21/27

4.4

2014

Nissan

Maxima SV (Premier package)

$37,230.00

19/26

5.7

2015

Toyota

Avalon

$32,285.00

21/31

6.5

2015

Honda

Civic LX

$18,490.00

30/39

8.8

2015

Toyota

Corrola

$16,900.00

28/37

9.1

2015

Chevrolet

Cruze

$16,170.00

22/35

9.3
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City Cell Phones
On November 3, 2014 I snapped the following photo in Orem, Utah.

But I found the city employee in the following store.

When I confronted him to verify he was a city employee, he told me he was just getting his cityissued cell phone repaired.
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Aside from the fact that he appeared to be getting an Apple iPhone repaired--a spendy option
that has far more capabilities than a government employee actually needs--what’s he doing all
the way in Orem during work hours? Instead of wasting approximately $200 - $300 on a repair
trip (lost productivity, vehicle expenses and phone repair costs) couldn’t the city just buy him a
new Moto G ($150) or maybe even a Moto E ($100). Or how about just issuing everyone $10
flip phones from Tracfone that operate on the Verizon network? They would get the same great
coverage!
*****
Even though Pengra ran as a reformer, it appears as if he has done little to stop the abuses that
were common under Mayor Jackson’s administration.

The Proof
If you find it hard to believe that Eagle Mountain City’s employees are so corrupt--after all, many
of them are your neighbors--all you’ve got to do is browse through the following documents to
verify for yourself the true scope of the problem. The best way to do this is to see with your own
eyes some of the city’s credit card statements. Here are 50 notable statements that have been
annotated with explanations to make them easier to understand. (The clothing purchases are
near the end. They’re worth seeing!)
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/50-scandalous-EMC-cc-statements-annotated.pdf
Master Spreadsheet
Because there is so much data to analyze, a kind neighbor of mine keyed in every single credit
card purchase from the city’s statements into a spreadsheet and also transcribed all the notes
that were made by city employees when they tried to justify their purchases. This master
spreadsheet contains 26 different sheets that organize the data in different ways, including by
employee. You can download it here:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/2014-04-01-analysis-EMC-cc-statements.xlsx.zip
(.xlsx file in zip format)
Food Purchases
If you want a quick summary of the city’s food purchases, organized by employee, you can get
them here:
Food purchases for the city’s council dinners:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/EMC-city-council-food-purchases-2010-2013.pdf
All employee food purchases:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/food-totals-employee.pdf
The city council meals are especially noteworthy because it appears as if many of them were
purely social occasions where no city business was conducted. According to an eyewitness
report, the spouses of city officials and employees often dined on the taxpayers’ dime too. Why
was the city spending taxpayer money on entertaining the spouses of employees and
politicians?
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Employee Ranking
So who were the most active users of the city’s credit cards for food purchases?

Ranking

Total Food
Purchased

1

Angie Ferre

$67,553.00

Job Title**
Special Events Director

2

John Hendrickson

$152,621.00

City Administrator

$8,178.81

3

Heather Jackson

$75,324.06

Mayor

$4,087.42

$94,028.00

City Recorder

$4,077.36
$2,353.93

4

Name

Annual Gross
Compensation as of
Feb 28, 2015*

Fionnuala Kofoed

$8,887.19

5

Jessica Alvarez

$83,742.00

HR Manager

6

Chris T Trusty

$138,787.00

Public Works Director

$2,106.36

7

Gordan Burt

$133,334.00

Finance Director

$2,064.69

$135,779.00

Energy Director

$1,813.70
$1,312.73

8

Adam Ferre

9

Michele L Graves

$83,261.00

Library Director

10

Angela Valenzuela

$63,789.00

Executive Assistant

$1,292.40

11

Jason Walker

$133,255.00

Asst. City Administrator

$1,138.06

$98,563.00

Natural Gas Foreman

$879.62
$807.98

12

Dave Crawley

13

Chief Rand Andrus

$110,030.63 (2013)

Fire Chief

14

Ifo Pili

$166,540.00

City Administrator

$735.29

15

Paul Jerome

$115,758.00

Finance Director

$680.30

$26,209.68 (2012)

Human Resources Dir.

$622.20
$515.01

16

Deanna Whitney

17

David Norman

$119,467.00

Asst. Public Works Dir.

18

Kent L. Partridge

$128,798.00

Building Official

$477.07
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Jason Lovell

$62,450.00

Custodian

$460.64

$111,565.00

Planning Director

$181.47

$103,600.00

Asst. Public Works Dir.

$79.18

20
21

Steve Mumford
Jeff Weber

* unless otherwise noted.
Source: utahsright.com

**some employees had multiple job titles during
the 2010-2013 period.

$42,751.41

Remember, these numbers don’t tell the whole story. Most of the credit card food transactions
were for multiple meals. Therefore, the totals don’t accurately reflect how much food individual
employees actually consumed themselves. Sometimes they ate much more than their totals
would indicate, and sometimes, much, much less. These totals can only be used to identify how
much of the city’s food purchases they were individually responsible for making. And some of
them appear to have been clever enough to have others purchase the bulk of their food for them
so they could keep their totals relatively low (think: Ifo Pili).
Credit Card Sharing
Occasionally, city employees loaned out their credit cards to other employees who did not have
their own cards. Examples of this can be found in the “50 Notable Statements” linked to above.
And yes, city policy actually attempts to make this legal even though doing so is probably a
violation of their credit card contract with Visa.
Credit card use policy:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/cc-use-policy.pdf
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General discussion on legality of sharing credit cards:
http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/is-sharing-your-credit-card-ever-ok-1282.php

Original Credit Card Statements
If you would like to browse scanned copies of the original cc statements, you can find them
here: http://eagleshare.org/credit-card-scandal-docs/ (password, if needed: oinkoink)
For a more complete understanding of the financial context of these transactions, be sure and
read the notes at the bottom of the page.
*****
Now that you’ve had a chance to verify for yourself that the city’s spending problems are really
as bad as they seem, it’s time to explore the explanations the city uses to justify wasting
taxpayer money.

Government Fraud
Budgetary Fraud
On Sunday, February 10, 2013 Ifo Pili, the city’s administrator, explained to me in front of news
crews at City Hall that the city’s spending problems were really my fault because residents like
me voted for the city council members who authorized the budgets that he spent. When I
complained about our city’s spending problems to the Utah State Auditors Office, I basically got
the same response, even though they were much nicer about how they said it.
These issues [misuse of city funds] were all decisions made by the City Council through
public meetings and are adequately disclosed in the City’s public documents.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/state-auditor-reply.pdf (see page 2)
Is it really my fault? The explanation might sound plausible to uninformed citizens, but when I
started looking into the facts I discovered something truly horrifying. The budgets that our city’s
administrators give to the public for review and to the city council for approval do not break out
their food or meal expenses, or their expenses for movies, gift cards, and other scandalous
purchases. Instead, they are mostly folded into innocuous-sounding expense categories that are
so vague that they are essentially meaningless.
Try this out. Open the Fiscal Year 2013 city budget which is on this page:
http://www.emcity.org/government/government-transparency/city-budget
Now do a search for the keywords “food” and “meals” and note how many times they appear in
the document. (On a PC press Ctrl-F; on a Mac press Command-F; then type in the keyword in
the search box and press enter.)
Keyword

Instances found

(1) Meals
(2) Food

No instances found
Only 1 instance found and it’s not even in a budget line item!
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Now download the following pdf file which contains all of the city’s credit card food transactions
for this same fiscal year.
Food totals FY 2013:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/FY2013-food-totals.pdf
There were 202 food-related credit card charges that we know about totaling $9,400.27. The
average cost of each transaction was: $46.54. If the average meal cost was $15 that meant the
city bought about 627 meals and didn’t disclose any of them in its budget. The only mention of
food was in the Senior Council budget section, and it described food in an explanatory note as a
“Materials, Supplies & Services.” I don’t know about you, but I have never considered “food” to
be a “material, supply or service.” Why can’t they just call it food?
If you want to check out the other budgets, feel free to do so. You won’t find much in them
either.
In the city’s defense, if you do a keyword search for “clothing” in the FY 2010-2011 budget you’ll
find lots of line items like this one in the Public Works budget on page 165.
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Everybody expects governments to charge taxpayers for employee uniforms. That makes
perfect sense for utility workers, firemen, police officers, parks employees, etc., but as far as I
can tell there was no disclosure for purchases like these . . .
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Here is the credit card detail report for the purchases Angie Ferre made using her city issued
credit card:

Angie Ferre was Mayor Heather Jackson’s executive assistant at the time and Lianne Pengra,
the current mayor’s wife, was a city employee who used to assist Angie in putting on the city’s
special events. In other words, they were professional party organizers who undoubtedly felt
they had to dress appropriately to carry out their professional responsibilities.
I don’t know about you but it looks like they had a fun day shopping. It appears as if they started
off with lunch at PF Chang’s. Then they bought some shirts at Banana Republic and then
bought some more at Nordstrom’s. At some point they bought some more shirts at Express and
returned their stuff at Nordstrom’s. Angie and Lianne were almost certainly on the clock when
they did this shopping and they were probably using a city vehicle to get to and from their
shopping destinations.
If we assume that they cost taxpayers an average of $25 per hour in salary and benefits and it
took 5 hours for them to complete this shopping trip, the total cost to taxpayers was around
$861, including vehicle expenses @ $0.50 per mile for a 51 mile round trip (2010 IRS rate). I bet
they didn’t even feel guilty since John Hendrickson, the city administrator at the time, personally
signed off on these purchases. His signature is at the bottom of the credit card detail report.
While it’s normal for governments to fold smaller budgetary items into larger expense categories
for convenience’s sake, the way Eagle Mountain City does it is awfully suspicious. In some
cases it will break out income and expenses that total less than $20 per year, but it will totally
obscure items like food and clothing by folding them into other budget categories even though it
spends tens of thousands of dollars on them.
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There are five city budgets that cover the 2010-2013 calendar year period. These five budgets
contain 1,502 pages of tables and supporting explanations, yet there isn’t a single budget
expense line item that has the words “food” or “meals” in it even though the city spent well over
$42k on meals during this period. And that number doesn’t even take into account the
thousands of miles that were put on city vehicles traveling to and from their dining destinations.
Nor does it cover the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of employee work hours that were also
wasted in transit.
One possible explanation that *may* provide some legal cover for these expenditures is that
citizens were only given simplified budgets to review while the council got detailed budgets with
more information. That would make sense, sort of, but when I asked Council Member Tom
Westmoreland about this, he told me that during the last budgetary cycle he was only given
access to the same budgets that the public had access to on the city’s website. Amazing!
How can Ifo Pili credibly use the council’s budget approval as a defense for the city’s
expenditures when he appears to have never given the council (or the public) detailed budgets
that actually described where he was spending all the money? It appears as if he and his
subordinates were essentially committing budgetary fraud in order to cover-up their gross
misuse of taxpayer funds. In my opinion, a budget that tries to legalize illegal expenditure may
itself be illegal.
Eagle Mountain’s Awards
It shouldn’t surprise anyone that Eagle Mountain City’s budget regularly wins the Government
Finance Officers Association’s CAFR award, which stands for “Certificate of Achievement in
Financial Reporting.”
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/EMC-FY13-budget-award.pdf
http://www.ugfoa.com/boardcontact.html
In the second link note how Paul Jerome, Eagle Mountain’s
finance director, is the President Elect of the Utah GFOA. In
other words, the GFOA is an organization of government
employees that gives themselves awards so they can look
good. Doesn’t that sound like a conflict of interest to you?
Sometimes even famous politicians like Mia Love get duped
into believing these awards mean something:
http://love4utah.com/in-the-news/. See Saratoga Springs’
press release on their CAFR award.)
But this isn’t the only award that Eagle Mountain has received. The Sutherland Institute, a selfdescribed conservative think tank in Utah, also gave Eagle Mountain City an award for
transparency.
http://sutherlandinstitute.org/blog/eagle-mountain-becomes-4th-municipality-to-receivetransparency-award-from-sutherland-institute/
And apparently, Eagle Mountain is such a well-run city that the Romney Institute of Public
Management sends its graduate students to the city to learn how things should be done. (Ifo Pili
and a couple other city employees got their start this way.)
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http://www.heraldextra.com/news/nfl-defensive-tackle-ifo-pili-is-the-new-eaglemountain/article_dda7705e-6f42-5a2a-a96f-499ff4a110c1.html
When I wrote to Catherine Cooper, the Associate Director of the Romney Institute to warn her of
her school’s association with our unsavory city, I couldn’t even get a reply.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/email-catherine-cooper.jpg
https://marriottschool.byu.edu/directory/details?id=1780
Dishonest people often crave the respect that awards and other forms of good press give them
because it helps them feel good about themselves and it also helps fool others into thinking they
are honest people. Could this also be the case in Eagle Mountain?
Misuse of Taxpayer Funds
What actually constitutes a misuse of public funds? Here are some simple questions that can
help you answer that question:
First, ask yourself question #1 and insert any of the following keywords into the blank below.
Texas Roadhouse
Dillard’s
Ruby River
Tokyo Japanese Steakhouse
Koi Japanese Cuisine

Cabela’s
Loftes-A Private Club
A Mad Mans Hobby Store
Bass Pro Shops
Jack and Jills Bowling

Sizzler
Banana Republic
Rumbi Island Grill
Maynard Buckles
Towne Cinemas

(1) Can Eagle Mountain City provide essential government services to local residents
without shopping at ___________________?
If the answer is yes, city employees were using taxpayer money for non-essential purchases.
Now ask yourself question #2 using the same keywords:
(2) Is there any public benefit when city employees use taxpayer money to shop at
_________________?
If the answer is no, city employees were clearly making purchases that were not legitimate
government expenses.
When city employees made non-essential purchases that had no public benefit, they appear to
have fallen within one or more of the following categories:
(a) They were for their own personal benefit
(b) They were for the personal benefit of other city workers
(c) They were for the personal benefit of private citizens who were the friends of the
city’s politicians or employees.
If the city’s employees made non-essential purchases that had no public benefit, but they and
their friends personally benefitted from them, weren’t they essentially stealing money from
taxpayers? I’m pretty sure a grand jury would think so, especially considering the egregious
nature of the city’s credit card charges.
The beautiful thing about restaurant and department store purchases (from an auditor’s
perspective) is that you don’t even need to see the actual receipts to know what kinds of goods
and services were purchased. It’s pretty obvious when purchases are made at places like
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Loftes--A Private Club (Chris Trusty 11/19/2013) or Lokal’s (Fionnuala Kofoed 12/05/2012 &
Adam Ferre 7/01/2013) http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/lokals/
The city’s justification for many of these purchases is that they supposedly improved employee
morale. When the State Auditor looked into the city’s birthday lunches, for example, here is how
the city justified them:

If you want to hear this justification in Ifo Pili’s own words, click on the following link.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-ifo-b-day-morale.mp3
What’s amazing is that even after he made these comments and bragged about how fiscally
conservative he was when he became the city’s chief administrator, he continued to let the city’s
employees spend over $9,400 in fiscal year 2013 on food. That’s almost 400 percent higher
than the amount he presumably cut from the budget! And this total doesn’t even include all the
time and travel costs that he admitted were involved in the audio clip.
The problem with using the “increasing employee morale” argument is that it can basically be
used to justify anything; therefore, it can’t really be used at all. And it’s problematic from a legal
point of view because it’s basically an admission that the expenses have nothing to do with
delivering traditional government services like water and sewer. Therefore, these expenses
can’t be folded into the city’s traditional administrative expense budgets legitimately. If the city
really believed in transparency, this is how it should’ve accounted for these expenses:
Fund 13--Pork
Department XXX--Employee Morale
EXPENDITURES
Meals
Clothing
Movies
Bowling
Gift cards
DirecTV*
Miscellaneous gifts
Shopping trips
Vacations**
Expenditure totals

2010

2011

2012

2013

* Although the city’s DirecTV service should’ve been classified as an entertainment expense, the city chose to call it
a “contract service.” http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/dirrecttv-2012.jpg
** Yes, they took vacations on the taxpayer dime too. The state auditor found that Mayor Jackson and other city
employees took trips to out-of-state rodeos that had no public benefit. And a business trip that has no legitimate
business purpose is called a vacation, isn’t it? http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/state-auditor-vacations.jpg
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If you want to understand exactly how unusual it is for government employees to make
purchases like these all you’ve got to do is listen to the following audio clip to put them into
perspective.
Background: On April 10, 2014 I had an appeal hearing with the Utah State Records Committee
to try and get the rest of the city’s credit card statements. After I finished my presentation which
detailed the kinds of transactions that were probably on the city’s missing statements, Jeremy
Cook, Eagle Mountain City’s attorney, began his rebuttal by making the argument that it’s okay
for government employees to eat out on the taxpayer dime. He then made the mistake of
pointing to the donuts on the table in front of the State Records Committee and stating that they
were invariably paid for by taxpayers too. He quickly got a rebuke from Patricia Smith-Mansfield,
the director of the Utah State Archives, who serves on the committee.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-donut-exchange.mp3
If the director of the Utah State Archives was so sensitive to the appearance of using taxpayer
money for even a dozen donuts, I doubt you’d ever see her or her staff using government credit
cards at bars and steakhouses along the Wasatch Front like Eagle Mountain City’s employees.
Even so, I bet her standard for allowable expenses is probably a lot more lax than the federal
standard that is mentioned in this article.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/in-the-loop/wp/2014/12/30/gao-to-fed-workers-notaxpayers-cant-pay-for-your-plastic-forks/
“Disposable cups, plates, and cutlery clearly constitute a personal expense,” the GAO
concluded. “Commerce has not demonstrated that using appropriated funds to
provide these items would directly advance its statutory mission and that the
benefit accruing to the government through the provision of these items
outweighs the personal nature of the expense.”
Logic similar to this ought to be the legal standard that is used in Eagle Mountain. Here’s
another link that elaborates on the Government Accountability Office’s reasoning:
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/federal-employees-ask-taxpayers-to-buy-them-personalitems/article/2558073
While determining whether a government purchase should be legitimate or not doesn’t appear
to be rocket science, it’s seems to have been pretty difficult for our professional city managers
who have advanced business degrees and MPAs (Masters in Pork Allocation).
Incomplete Expense Reports
Another way in which the city has failed to live up to its promises of transparency is by not
requiring employees to fill out their credit card detail reports properly.
Angie Ferre’s credit card detail report for her infamous shopping trip with the current mayor’s
wife doesn’t give any official explanation for her clothing purchases. You’d think that she’d want
to cross her t’s and dot her i’s considering the scandalous nature of using a government credit
card at multiple department stores on the same day. Unfortunately, this lack of transparency
appears to be common in the city’s expense report documentation.
In my opinion, employee purchases should only be covered by the city when they are
accompanied by the proper backup documentation. When the city’s finance director, Paul
Jerome, and the city’s administrators signed off on purchases without requiring the proper
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documentation, they essentially invited employees to misuse taxpayer funds, which appears to
have happened quite regularly in Eagle Mountain.
Loose Purchasing Policies
But wait! There are even more ways in which the city’s employees have gamed the system.
They’ve created an extremely loose purchasing policy that makes it very easy for city
employees to spend taxpayer money. In Eagle Mountain employees have discretionary
purchasing authority for purchases up to $1000.

More responsible cities like Santaquin force all purchases to go through their purchase order
system and they set the limit much, much lower.

Excessive Number of Credit Cards
Eagle Mountain also issues an excessive number of credit cards to its employees. When
custodians, executive assistants, department heads, their assistants, administrators, and
political officers all have credit cards, it creates a situation that is ripe for abuse.
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If the city merely banned the purchase of food and limited its clothing purchases to uniforms that
are bought from qualified vendors that accept purchase orders, the city shouldn’t need more
than about three credit cards to conveniently carry out its day-to-day operations.
Evasion of State Transparency Laws
Normally, citizens who want to know how their money is being spent can go to the Utah State
Transparency Website to look up the financial transactions of the government entities they want
to study. Not so for Eagle Mountain City, at least when the expenses are scandalous.
http://www.utah.gov/transparency/index.html
On this website select the Cities and Towns pull down menu, select Eagle Mountain, and then
Expenses, and choose a fiscal year such as 2012. Then click Start. You will then get a window
that has a Name tab in it. Select that tab and scroll down through the names. You won’t find a
single restaurant in that list. How convenient, for them.
But if you know how to look really, really deep, you can find hidden gems like this:

Remember those missing Costco credit card statements? I just happen to know that HSBC was
the city’s Costco credit card provider in 2011. It makes you wonder whether they “mistakenly”
entered HSBC instead of Costco as the vendor and whether they “mistakenly” used the
expense category “Meetings” when they should have been using “Food” or “Meals”.
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But this wasn’t the only anomaly in the city’s financial records. Check out the following Zions
Bank statement:

Note how there is a separate GL expense account number associated with each transaction.
This indicates that each individual transaction was coded separately into the city’s accounting
system. This also means that each individual vendor name should also have been entered into
the system. Yet when you look on the transparency website you won’t find any listing for
Tepanyaki Japanese Steakhouse.
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To understand the significance of this you’ve got to understand that it takes much more effort to
enter the data into the city’s accounting system and then specifically exclude parts of it when
you create a data export file for the state’s transparency website. The only reason someone
would go to all the extra effort to do this would be to hide the fact that the city was spending
money at restaurants. This is proof positive that someone knew it was wrong.
If you check out the expenses for FY 2014 and 2015 on the state’s website you will also see
that this lack of transparency has continued under Mayor Pengra’s administration. We’ve got
photographic proof that his administration purchased food from Sean’s Smokehouse yet it
doesn’t show up in the city’s financial transactions.
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Remember Pengra’s campaign promise regarding transparency? Here it is again in case you
forgot:
“. . . I pledge that my administration will strive continually for the very highest level of
transparency. Knowledge is power and the power in a representative republic should
properly rest with the citizens. I’ll make sure you have the information you need to
remain informed to hold us accountable.”
Yeah, right.

Overworked Employees or Pigs in Suits?
Cognitive Dissonance
It’s a truly disconcerting experience to investigate corruption in Eagle Mountain because the
city’s leaders and employees all appear to be honest, kind people. If you ask around enough,
you’ll even hear stories about their personal generosity that are truly moving. But once you start
examining their professional performance it feels like you are entering the Twilight Zone. Even
though you know that our City Hall is full of crooks, everyone in it seems to think that things are
perfectly normal.
Paul Jerome, Asst. City Administrator/Finance Director
Before I ever got any credit card statements from the city I had
an interesting email exchange with Paul Jerome, the city’s
finance director. A couple of his emails contain priceless
examples of how the city creates cognitive dissonance among
its citizens.
On November 5, 2013 he wrote, “I personally have nothing to
hide nor do I think that any other employee has anything to
hide.”
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/email-paul-jerome-2013-1105.pdf
On November 15, 2013 he wrote, “I sincerely and honestly believe we do have our financial
house in order.”
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/email-paul-jerome-2013-11-15.pdf
In these emails he also shared with me some of the challenges he was facing as the city’s
finance director. Although he seemed exceptionally open and candid in these exchanges, some
of his behavior later on really made me question his integrity and competency.
A few days before I was due to have my appeal hearing with the Utah State Records Committee
to get the rest of the city’s credit card statements, I sent Paul a quick email because I had just
learned that city employees often shopped at Costco and I hadn’t seen any of their purchases
on their Zions Bank credit card statements.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/email-paul-jerome-costco-2014-04-07.pdf
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When I asked Paul how the city paid for its Costco purchases, he told me that the city had a
“credit account” with Costco. When I went to Costco to verify his claim I was told by one of their
accountants that they do not offer “credit accounts” to any of their customers. When I asked how
Eagle Mountain paid for its purchases, she told me that Eagle Mountain City had a Costco credit
card that was first issued by HSBC and later on by Capitol One Bank. She then gave me a copy
of a page from their sales audit procedures manual that documented their current credit card
provider.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/costco-cc-manual.pdf
Did he really not know the difference between a “credit account” and a “credit card account” or
did he lie to me because he wanted to cover up the fact that he had failed to turn over all of
those credit card statements to me when I had originally requested them. I find it very hard to
believe that a finance director whose gross compensation was over $107k per year wouldn’t
know the difference. http://www.utahsright.com/profile.php?id=2893046
I would love to get these statements with their accompanying receipts so I could total up how
much money the city really spent on meat and muffins at Costco. I’ve heard that the city’s
employees like both of them a lot!
My series of exchanges with the city’s finance director is typical of the kinds of experiences I’ve
had with other city employees. They are often extremely earnest and likable when you deal with
them personally, but when you closely examine their professional performance they often seem
dishonest and incompetent.
Fionnuala Kofoed, City Recorder
The city recorder holds one of the most important positions in
the city since she is responsible for fulfilling all citizen requests
for information. And despite her many failures to turn over the
city’s credit card statements, she still gets fluff pieces written
about her in our local paper.
http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/recorder-office-hard-at-workfor-eagle-mountain/
On the front page of the October 11-24, 2014 print edition of
the Crossroads Journal it was noted that the city recorder,
“received recognition for attaining ‘Master Municipal Clerk’
status, which is the highest status/honor a municipal recorder
can achieve.”
Now try reconciling the flattering impressions these articles give her with some of her actual
credit card charges. They don’t jive at all.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Kofoed-selected-cc-charges.pdf
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Ifo Pili, City Administrator
Ifo Pili is a very special kind of city administrator. He is way
smarter than the average Eagle Mountain City employee. He is
almost as savvy as John Hendrickson, his mentor, who was
the previous city administrator. Both of these men have the
intellectual chops to tangle with the most persistent and
dedicated reformers and take them to the cleaners, if needed. I
have been a personal witness to the astounding amount of BS
that both of them can shovel with an absolute straight face and
I have nothing but the greatest respect for their abilities, if not
for their integrity.
Back in the days when I still thought our city was run by
basically honest but incompetent people, I asked Pili for a copy
of a city spreadsheet that detailed how much of the city hall
staff salaries and benefits were paid for by the city’s utility
funds. Hendrickson didn’t want to give me this information but
Pili said he would since he didn’t see anything wrong with releasing it.
Here is the email he sent me along with the attachment that I wanted so badly.

Here is the attachment: http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Admin-Transfer-Analysis.xlsx.zip
When I looked at this spreadsheet I was shocked by how much some of our city employees
made and by how much of their compensation was billed to the city’s utility departments. I was
sure I had stumbled onto a government money laundering scheme in which they billed way too
much of their administrative overhead costs to the city’s utilities so they could free up general
fund revenues for “other activities.”
Here is another email from Pili that breaks down how much of the city’s various departmental
budgets were billed to the city’s utilities. The numbers are huge! I don’t think there’s another city
in the state that would bill 70 percent of their legislative budget to a city owned utility. After all,
city council members don’t work for the utility department. Yet 70 percent of their salaries show
up on our monthly bills. Amazing!
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/ifo-email-2.jpg
But the line item in Pili’s spreadsheet that really caused a stir is right at the top:
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See the blue line at the top for the city’s receptionist? Now look to the far right. This person’s
gross compensation is listed as $62,732; this includes salary and benefits. To someone in the
private sector this seems quite generous, especially considering that the benefits are 40 percent
of the total. Also, note how Pili and Walker’s compensation numbers are extremely large.
Walker was the assistant city administrator at the time before he moved onto bigger and better
things with Lehi City.
Annotated document: http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Admin-Transfer-Analysis-public.pdf
When I made this information public and people saw it their jaws dropped. Nobody in the city
thought these employees were worth this money, especially since they knew that Pili and
Walker had just barely become the city’s administrators. People starting out their careers should
be near the bottom of their pay scales, not near the middle or top.
Since Pili knew this data made him look really bad he knew he had to do some serious damage
control quickly. And these are the remarks he made in a February 13, 2013 town hall meeting to
address his outsize compensation package to a roomful of resentful citizens:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-ifo-compensation-obfuscation.mp3
Did you notice how he claimed he didn’t make as much as was reported in the spreadsheet he
gave me?
Here’s a screenshot from a state website that shows his current compensation:
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He also tried to make it sound like I was responsible for traumatizing the poor receptionist in the
lobby of City Hall:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-ifo-receptionist-compensation.mp3
While I’m sure the receptionist in the lobby never made $62k per year, I do know that Pili’s
spreadsheet indicated that one of the city’s receptionists made that much. Obviously, Pili has no
problem misrepresenting the truth in a public meeting while being taped, if it serves his
purposes. It was a pretty daring stunt to pull off, but it did help him keep his job.
Because I’m a masochist and really like to hurt my head crunching numbers I decided to create
a new spreadsheet that details how many raises our city’s employees have received since Pili
took over as the city’s chief administrator in July 2012. If this document doesn’t shock you, you
must already be a government employee!
***WARNING*** The following link contains extremely graphic financial information.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/EMC-employee-raises-FY2012-2014.pdf
Pili has been at this game a long time. If you want to see an early example of his work, check
out the following four links:
2007 email to city council: http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/Ifo-2007-wage-proposal-email.jpg
PDF copy of email attachment: http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/Ifo-2007-wage-proposal-print.pdf
Screenshot of print area from orig. file: http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/Ifo-2007-wage-print-area.jpg
Here is a spreadsheet of all of the city’s compensation data that is available on the state’s
transparency website up to FY 2014:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/EMC-gross-compensation-analysis.xlsx.zip
The following link contains screenshots of the employee compensation records for everyone in
Eagle Mountain that was issued a city credit card. Most of the data listed is for FY 2012 so their
compensation is generally understated from what they currently receive from the city.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/EMC-gross-comp-state-records.pdf
Obviously, a guy with Pili’s superb financial management skills ought to be fired right away.

Mayor Chris Pengra
When Pengra ran for office he ran as a compassionate conservative, even though he didn’t use
that term to describe himself. Here is one of his campaign signs that shows how much he cares!
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(I was kind of surprised he didn’t have a puppy in the picture too!)

And when he got into office he spent a considerable amount of time and effort listening to
residents and their concerns so he could convince them that he really did care and that it wasn’t
just a campaign promise. This was all well and good, but his subsequent actions with regard to
the city’s credit card transactions give a much different impression of his true character.

(Here is another picture of Pengra in case you didn’t recognize him from his campaign sign.)

When I brought my concerns about city corruption directly to him
at the beginning of 2014--before I had received any of the city’s
credit card statements and before he took office--he didn’t really
care. He listened politely but it was clear that he didn’t think there
was a problem even though he admitted that he had been
thoroughly briefed on my document request.
It’s obvious that he still holds this same opinion because he has
not fired or replaced a single top manager in the city during his
entire first year in office despite the overwhelming evidence of
their gross misuse of taxpayer funds. In fact, he even promoted
Paul Jerome, the city’s finance director, to also be the city’s
assistant administrator even though Jerome personally failed to
make sure all taxpayer money was spent legally.
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Sure, Pengra has done some good things like sell the city’s utilities, but even those actions
follow a predictable pattern. He will do the right thing if it’s non-controversial and if it increases
his popularity. But when it comes to fighting corruption he appears to have been completely
AWOL.
If you don’t believe me, check out the city’s agendas for all of 2014 and find one item in any of
them that is geared towards cleaning up corruption in the city.
http://www.emcity.org/departments/city-recorder/city-council-meeting-documents-recording/folder-45
There are none! The only item that might possibly be construed as limiting fraud is a minor
change to the city’s time card policy that was approved on March 18, 2014. What is clear is that
there haven’t been any reforms to the city’s purchasing or credit card use policies. There were
no new limits on the personal use of city vehicles for commuting. And there weren’t any bans on
using taxpayer money for food or clothing. But there is this doozy buried in the agendas. He
actually gave our former mayor, Heather Jackson, an award for her outstanding public service
even after I exposed her gross misuse of public funds.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/jackson-ochsenhirt-painter-award.pdf
Three days before Pengra took office we had a nice chat around my kitchen table and I
expressed to him my sincere concern that past city officials spent way too much time helping
developers make money and not nearly enough time making sure the city worked for the
residents who already live here. He assured me that he would not make the same mistake. But
when you review the agendas from his first year in office almost every single one is dominated
by development issues. So much for being different.
In hindsight, I don’t think Pengra ran for mayor to reform the city; I think he wanted to replace
Mayor Jackson as “King of the Pigs” because he is doing everything he can to protect its
employees from accountability.
It’s worth noting that Pengra had access to my credit card spreadsheet analyses way back in
April 2014 so he can’t claim ignorance of the facts regarding which employees were the biggest
pigs. And when I personally confronted him about their abuses he told me that since the total
dollar value of their spending was a miniscule portion of the city’s budget, he wasn’t all that
concerned about it. That’s definitely the point of view a true kleptocrat would take.
In fact, the only reform that Pengra was willing to entertain was the one he mentioned in a
January 28, 2014 email to me:
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In other words, his administration was willing to cut back on the purchases to appease my
concerns, but he wasn’t willing to eliminate them, let alone condemn the people who made
them.
It’s truly strange but I’ve never been able to get Pengra to condemn the obvious corruption in
Eagle Mountain. It makes you wonder what kind of hidden history he has with the city’s
establishment. Do they have the goods on him (or his wife) that makes it impossible for him to
go after them without also destroying himself? Or does he just have a natural affinity for the
kleptocrats who run City Hall?
*****
The cognitive dissonance between the public image these city officials work hard to maintain
and their actual professional performance is truly disconcerting. Maybe this is why the city has a
full-time public relations director to continually massage its public image online and in the press.
And maybe this is why the city’s officials and employees are such ardent fans of our local
soldiers and law enforcement personnel. They must figure that if they drape themselves in the
American flag often enough the city’s residents will believe they are honest people just like our
local heroes. But it makes you wonder. Do they even realize how hypocritical it is for them to
secretly break the laws and then publicly memorialize the soldiers and police officers who fought
and sometimes even died to uphold them?
While Pengra may fool people into thinking he’s one of the good guys with his emotional
manipulation and political populism, it should be quite obvious that there’s something seriously
wrong with his moral compass. What kind of man gives promotions and raises to employees
that are guilty of misusing public funds and then covering it up?

The Story They Tell Themselves
During an exchange with an employee a few years ago I was basically told that I shouldn’t
expect Eagle Mountain to be as organized as more established cities. I was told that due to the
enormous growth of the city and the enormous workload of its employees, a lot of things slip
through the cracks, but that things are constantly improving. I was essentially told that Eagle
Mountain City is full of overworked and sometimes undertrained employees who are doing their
best in a difficult situation.
Sounds plausible, right? It’s certainly how they think of themselves. But let’s review the facts
before we let them off the hook:
(1) They spent tens of thousands of taxpayer dollars on food, clothing, and other “gifts”
for themselves, their coworkers, and their friends.
(2) They appear to have committed budgetary fraud by not disclosing ANY of their food
purchases on the city’s budget line items.
(3) They do not appear to have disclosed these purchases on the state’s financial
transparency website either.
(4) They often don’t adequately justify their purchases on their credit card detail reports.
(5) They created an extremely loose purchasing policy to make spending public money
easier.
(6) They issued themselves an excessive number of credit cards.
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(7) They created a credit card use policy that attempts to legalize the sharing of credit
cards.
(8) They intentionally withheld Zions Bank credit card statements that might contain
criminal activity.
(9) They hid the existence of their Costco credit card account until they were forced to
admit its existence in a Utah State Records Committee appeal hearing.
(10) They charged $1,056 for 1,095 pages of credit card statements and supporting
documents even though all of them should have been released to the public for free.
Most of these things don’t happen just because overworked and undertrained employees
dropped the ball. Many of them were intentional acts that had the express approval of the city’s
employees, administrators, and political leaders. And they are consistent with other acts of
corruption which city residents have personally witnessed or were told about by the city’s
employees.
Residents have seen employees take up to three vehicles at a time to shop at Cabela’s. They
have watched them take long naps in their work trucks, or even had employees brag to them
that they have gone entire days without doing anything other than sleep (sewer plant). They
have seen them slow walking construction projects. They have witnessed the former mayor use
at least three different city employees as babysitters at City Hall. And one employee even
complained to a coworker that she had to clean a toilet at the mayor’s home!
In addition to the free meals, clothes, and cell phones that most of them seem to get, some of
the more connected employees also get city vehicles for commuting purposes. And in the past,
some even got all-expense paid trips to rodeos in Oklahoma, Colorado, and Las Vegas and
they got to take their spouses with them!
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/north/eagle-mountain/eagle-mountain-city-cleared-ofmisused-funds-allegations/article_146c9cae-5e07-5155-9694-9f7180b0bac0.html
(see PRCA expenses section)
I know the city’s employees feel victimized by the evil forces of transparency that are trying to
ruin their lives, but it’s really hard to believe that they are the victims. It seems to me that the
real victims are the frugal residents of Eagle Mountain who have to pay for all their
extravagance. But the ones who should feel the most betrayed are the people who voted for
Mayor Pengra hoping that he would root out corruption within the city.
So What’s the Solution?
Is our city full of overworked and undertrained bureaucrats as they claim to be or have they
been systematically gaming the system for their own personal benefit? The answer to this
question matters a lot because it determines the best solution to our city’s problems.
If our city is really full of overworked and undertrained bureaucrats, it clearly needs to hire more
employees and give them better training. But if they have been systematically gaming the
system for their own personal benefit, they need to be replaced.
In my opinion, if our employees have had enough time to shop at so many restaurants and
department stores that are often far outside the city’s limits, they can’t possibly be overworked.
And as for training goes, it seems to me like they’ve had plenty of it from professional city
administrators who know how to milk the system.
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Part II
-----

The Cover-Up
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The Embattled Bureaucrats Fight Back
Strategic Overview
The battle between citizen reformers and government kleptocrats is almost always unfair
because the kleptocrats can make it very difficult for citizens to get access to the documents
they need to prove that criminal activity exists. And if citizens still try to wield the sword of justice
against them without the evidence to back it up, they are often accused by the kleptocrats of
being cranky citizens who merely have personal axes to grind. If enough voters believe that
their government officials are the real victims, they often let them stay in power.
In order to overcome this perception of personal bias, reformers often seek the help of outside
authorities when they discover government scandals. Their hope is that law enforcement
personnel and media organizations will independently assess the situation and either confirm or
deny their allegations of corruption. If their claims are validated, they know they will almost
always be able to galvanize enough voters to kick their corrupt politicians and bureaucrats out of
office.
Since government officials know that this independent validation is the biggest threat to their
power, they usually do everything they can to prevent reformers from getting it. But the tricky
part for them is that they have to maintain the pretense of objective professionalism even as
they fight their critics with every tool at their disposal. They know that if they are perceived as
trying to hurt an honest citizen who is merely trying to clean up government, they will lose all
credibility and voters will kick them out. It’s a tough act being so duplicitous, but some of them
have become amazingly proficient at it!
Here are the various kinds of outside authorities than can doom corrupt governments, which
also happen to be the entities that corrupt officials do their best to flatter:











Newspapers
Radio stations
TV stations
Cable news networks
Auditors (public or private sector)
Law enforcement personnel
County attorneys
Attorney generals
Inspector generals
Legislative oversight committees

If the kleptocrats can get these groups to whitewash their dirt for them, the only way that
reformers can still win is by documenting the cover-up. Everybody knows that honest people
don’t engage in cover-ups, and if they see one, they usually assume there must’ve been a
crime, even if they can’t see the smoking gun yet.
So without further ado, here are the people and organizations that have helped Eagle
Mountain’s kleptocrats avoid accountability, so far.
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Facebook Bullies
Shortly after I published the Eagle Mountain City Utility Scandal report on the eagleshare.org
website in February 2013, I had a friend make a short post about it on a local community
Facebook page. The next day TV trucks were at City Hall and within four days the city hosted a
town hall meeting that attempted to dismiss my initial allegations of corruption.
For the next several weeks the online discussion about my allegations was intense and a
sizeable minority of the city’s population became followers of our Facebook group page. Once
the initial shock wore off and the city’s supporters realized that the long-term effect of this
discussion could be devastating to them, they started to fight back. And knowing that most of
their opponents were timid Utah Mormons, they went online in force and were openly belligerent
to many of those who just wanted more information about the city’s operations.
http://eagleshare.org/2013/04/19/government-sponsored-cyber-bullying/
Over time, they made the various online forums that had popped up around the city so
unpleasant to visit that they effectively shut down informed criticism of the city. Some of these
people admitted they were the spouses of city employees and others were most likely city
employees who had created fake FB accounts so they could bully others anonymously. Lastly, a
hacker sympathetic with the city’s cause, broke his way into our group admin page and deleted
almost all of the groups followers. This effectively ended our attempt at trying to maintain and
moderate a friendly forum for the city’s residents.

Gilbert and Stewart Public Accountants
(the city’s auditors)
I used to be an accountant and when I see auditors collecting big checks and not doing their
job, it makes me really, really angry (by accounting standards). Auditors are supposed to be the
primary line of defense against fraud and when they fail to do their job, they essentially give
employees free reign to waste money.
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It’s stunning to think that Eagle Mountain City spent over $40k on their auditors in FY 2013 and
they didn’t seem to think there were any problems with the city’s cc transactions. Well over 30
percent of the known transactions were for suspicious food purchases and many more were for
clothing and other gifts. You’d think that examining even a small sample of the city’s statements
would’ve uncovered the gross misuse of taxpayer funds.
According to their own website one of the services they offer is fraud prevention and detection.
Fraud Prevention & Detection
“We use accounting and auditing skills to provide an analysis of financial records in
conjunction with fraud and theft investigation. Our damage measurement methods can
determine the extent of financial loss and illegal accounting practices.”
http://www.gilbertandstewart.com/client_services.html - Fraud Prevention & Detection
Uh huh. Maybe the city didn’t pay for their fraud prevention and detection services. That’s got to
be it.
I suspect that auditors like Gilbert & Stewart rarely catch and report government fraud because
it would make their political masters appear bad, and everyone knows that if that happens, it
would endanger their auditing contract with the city. Perhaps, this is why most government
auditors seem to uncover just enough problems to make it look like they are doing their jobs, but
not enough to embarrass the people who hire them.
Here is a link to the city’s most recent financial audit reports. Spoiler alert: they aren’t nearly as
exciting as this report.
http://www.emcity.org/home/showdocument?id=1474
The Gilbert & Stewart produced sections of the reports start after the city’s glowing
introductions. For fun, try doing a word search in these documents for “food”, “meals”, “clothing”
and “fraud.” You won’t find much even though they should be in there. The city’s residents
clearly deserve a refund from Gilbert & Stewart.
Because Gilbert & Stewart did such a lousy job, the city council ought to consider setting up a
citizens’ audit committee to investigate them and the illegal spending that they should’ve caught.
This committee ought to then produce a report that contains recommendations for preventing
similar spending from ever happening again.
http://ballotpedia.org/Citizen_Audit_Committee
But in the long-term, the conflict of interest between the city’s auditors and their political masters
needs to be resolved somehow. If taxpayers can’t get their auditors to do their jobs, maybe they
ought to be able to file complaints with their county and state auditors, who should then be
required to respond to their allegations with an explanation or an investigation.
Or maybe, city auditors ought to be hired directly by the county auditor who is an independent
elected official. This would at least give voters a chance to hire someone who could hire tough
firms to keep their cities in check. And wouldn’t it be neat if the county auditor gave city auditors
performance bonuses for uncovering fraud and waste in government? While these proposals
obviously need some refinement, something clearly needs to be done to make it so auditors can
do their jobs without risking their contracts.
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Eagle Mountain City Council (2010-2013)
Even though Mayor Jackson was the chief administrative officer during the 2010-2013 period
and is responsible for all of the suspicious charges I’ve uncovered, she couldn’t have gotten
away with what she personally spent or authorized to be spent without the council’s complicity.
The city council is supposed to protect the interests of the city’s residents, not the interests of
the city’s bureaucracy. And this particular council is directly responsible for letting the city’s
employees go hog wild under their watch.
In many cases, they directly approved the hiring of city administrators and finance directors who
personally wasted taxpayer money. They approved, or let stand, loose purchasing policies,
irresponsible credit card use policies, and budgets that were not transparent. Also, they
continued to renew the contracts for the city’s auditor and attorney even though both of them
should’ve been finding and prosecuting the employees who were misusing taxpayer funds.

(They all look honest, don’t they?)

These men and women have also been pigs in their own right. The following spreadsheet
details the food expenditures that were specifically identified as “council dinners” in the city’s cc
statements. These are in addition to the many other meals they invariably shared with city
employees that were not classified as council dinners.
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http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/EMC-city-council-food-purchases-2010-2013.pdf
These expenses are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to the ways in which they have
personally benefitted from taxpayer funds. We know they received numerous gifts from Mayor
Jackson at taxpayer expense along with a huge number of free tickets for themselves, their
families, and their friends to the city’s concerts, rodeos, demolition derbies, and other special
events. All of these helped contribute to the city’s massive financial losses during Pony Express
Days. Nate Ochsenhirt’s wife was even able to buy a 1/3 acre parcel of land from the city for
only $2,159! It makes you wonder what other perks they may have gotten while in office. (More
on that last transaction later.)
But these council members apparently didn’t see any problem with their meals or perks. Council
Member Burnham was quoted in the December 26, 2013 issue of the Crossroads Journal as
saying Mayor Jackson was “the best mayor the city has ever had.”
http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/em-city-council-meeting-2/
And in a February 14, 2013 Daily Herald article Council Member Richard Steinkopf was quoted
as saying, “I am not corrupt. That word corrupt really ruffled my feathers.”
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-steinkopf-not-corrupt.mp3
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/north/eagle-mountain/crowds-turn-out-for-controversialeagle-mountain-town-hall/article_c395cd55-a399-56d7-965aebcc114818a7.html?mobile_touch=true
Ryan Ireland, the best of this bunch and a frequent opponent of the city’s budgets, will not be
running for re-election this year. Burnham has indicated that she will not be running either,
although she hasn’t made a final decision yet. But Steinkopf must be thrown from office if he
decides to run for re-election.

Utah County Attorney’s Office
When I first filed a complaint (case: 13CA00005) with the
Utah County Attorney’s Office in January 2013 I expected
them to be able to quickly gather the evidence they needed to
indict and remove our corrupt politicians from office. But
instead of a speedy investigation, they declined to do
anything until the Utah State Auditor completed an audit that
he had recently announced. The Utah County Attorney’s
Office said it didn’t want to conduct a duplicate investigation
that would waste taxpayer money. This meant that it was very
unlikely that Mayor Jackson would suffer any legal
consequences for her actions before her bid for re-election
that year.
It took me awhile to realize it but this deferral was also a
clever way for the Utah County Attorney’s Office to avoid responsibility for investigating some of
the other allegations of corruption that were outside the jurisdiction of the Utah State Auditor’s
Office. One of these was Mayor Heather Jackson’s use of city employees as personal
babysitters.
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This allegation worried Mayor Jackson so much that in a February 13, 2013 town hall meeting
she addressed this concern directly to the citizens packed into the city’s council chambers:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-jackson-nannygate-afterhours.mp3
But shortly after she spoke a citizen replied that she was not telling the truth:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-teresa-edwards.mp3
It’s also worth noting that on March 4, 2013 I personally forwarded a written statement from
Lianne Pengra to the Utah County Attorney’s Office that described the babysitting that she knew
about, among other things. Here’s the email and the statement that went with it:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Lianne-email-UTCA.jpg
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Lianne-statement-UTCA.pdf (see #7 on 2d page)
In all, I’ve been able to determine that Mayor Jackson used at least four different employees as
babysitters and I was able to determine their approximate hourly cost to taxpayers.
Although nobody knows exactly how many hours these employees babysat for Mayor Jackson
(they almost certainly didn’t keep records), one of my witnesses claimed it was “all the time.”
Although this was clearly a figure of speech that meant “a lot”, here is a table that estimates the
total cost to taxpayers if it was only 80, 120, or 150 hours.

Hourly Cost Hours of babysitting
to Taxpayers
services
Employee #1
$29.16
20
Employee #2
$26.00
20
Employee #3
$32.48
20
Employee #4
$27.97
20
Total cost for 80 hours of babysitting services

Totals
$583.20
$520.00
$649.60
$559.40
$2,312.20

Employee #1
$29.16
30
Employee #2
$26.00
30
Employee #3
$32.48
30
Employee #4
$27.97
30
Total cost for 120 hours of babysitting services

$874.80
$780.00
$974.40
$839.10
$3,468.30

Employee #1
$29.16
50
Employee #2
$26.00
50
Employee #3
$32.48
50
Employee #4
$27.97
50
Total cost for 150 hours of babysitting services

$1,458.00
$1,300.00
$1,624.00
$1,398.50
$5,780.50

Check out the penalties for misusing public funds:
http://www.ncsl.org/research/ethics/50-state-chart-criminal-penalties-for-public-corr.aspx#UT
If these estimates are anywhere close to accurate, Mayor Jackson may have committed a
felony. And all it would’ve taken for the county attorney’s office to estimate the true loss to
taxpayers is a few simple interviews with the employees who did the babysitting and the
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employees who saw them babysit. There were undoubtedly a lot of witnesses to this theft of
government resources since even private citizens saw it take place openly at City Hall.
Unfortunately, the Utah County Attorney’s Office gave her a pass and she was able to escape
any legal consequences before her 2013 primary, which helped her win despite the odds
against her. But this leads us to another scandal.
During this primary election the city recorder reportedly took the last uncounted ballot box of the
evening out of the designated vote counting area and took it into her private office where she
proceeded to count it with her office employees who were not official poll judges that evening.
Shortly thereafter, Mayor Jackson (the embattled incumbent) and Chris Pengra (the recorder’s
close friend) both won the primary and the true reform candidates were shut out. Anomalies in
the voting results strongly suggest that the city recorder may have intentionally “misread” 140
votes during her private vote counting session, thus changing the results of the election and
preserving her employment with the city. I documented all of this in the following report.
http://eagleshare.org/EMC-election-fraud.pdf
When I forwarded this report to the Utah County Attorney’s Office, I received the following reply
from Jeff Robinson, the Chief of the Bureau of Investigations.

Of course, I never heard from his office again. A full copy of this exchange can be found here:
http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/ut-county-vote-fraud-reply.pdf
Can you believe it? Tim Taylor, the acting county attorney, didn’t even know whether possible
election fraud by a chief election officer fit a criminal statute. Unbelievable! And all it would’ve
taken for his office to either confirm or deny my allegations of fraud was a recount that would’ve
taken about four hours to conduct.
Can you guess who Jackson supported when the county attorney was running for re-election?
Here is a picture of the front of her house:
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To say the least, I’ve been totally underwhelmed by Buhman’s integrity and professionalism,
and that of his assistants, Tim Taylor and Jeff Robinson.
If you want to see what other people think of them, check out these links.
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/elections/group-files-election-complaintagainst-county-attorney/article_eeebbafd-9967-5f27-b6d4-f051db4a5273.html
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/my-opinion-utah-co-attorneys-office-a-culture-of-intimidationabuse-of-power/
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/opinion/editorial/call-for-change-in-utah-county-attorney-soffice/article_bcc73411-1827-5e81-aa20-4c482975adb3.html
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Judge-Taylor-ORDER-unfulfilledby-County-Attorney.PRS-Case-120400093-1.pdf
What’s really disturbing is that I know of at least two cases where it appears as if the Utah
County Attorney’s Office charged sitting public officials with crimes they didn’t commit just so
they would be forced to resign from office. Both of these officials had reputations for being real
political conservatives.
(1) Steve Turley, Provo City Councilman
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/central/provo/steve-turley-speaks-out-after-felonycharges-dismissed/article_36d7fc72-a846-50e9-98ed-ffc605a493d7.html
(2) Linn Strouse, Eagle Mountain City Mayor
http://www.cityweekly.net/utah/escape-from-eagle-mountain/Content?oid=2138714
(see paragraph 6)
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In the second case, it appears as if Mark Madsen, a current
Republican State Senator, provided an assist to the Utah County
Attorney’s Office by giving Linn Strouse a loan to aid her in creating a
basement apartment for her dying husband who needed constant
medical care. When she didn’t subsequently report this “loan” on the
state’s financial disclose forms she was accused of violating the law.
She was then indicted by the Utah County Attorney’s Office for this
offense even though those laws didn’t apply to municipal officers like
herself. The charges were eventually dropped, but they nonetheless
ruined her political career and turned her life upside down.
Note: Strouse did not remember seeing the words “for loan for
basement” hand written on the bottom of the check when it was given
to her. And she insists that Madsen told her the money was a gift he collected from friends and
acquaintances. She believed him because he had performed similar acts of charity for others in
the past. (See pages 14 &15 of http://eagleshare.org/Addendum-EMC-election-fraud-report.pdf
for more details.)

Strouse reportedly became a target because she was pushing back against the city’s most
loathed developer. This man is famous because he once brandished a gun in City Hall and
scared the city’s officials so badly that they installed a bullet proof wall in the council chambers.
Guess which attorney worked for this developer at the time of Strouse’s setup? It was Mark
Madsen! His name is printed at the top of the bank check that was used as evidence against
her, and the check was signed by his employer. In other words, the money was not a donation
from friends and acquaintances! Madsen is now the chairman of the Utah State Senate
Judiciary Committee and has oversight responsibilities for all law enforcement activities in the
state.
What is it with Utah’s most powerful law enforcement officials? They always seem to get in
trouble with developers. First, there was Mark Shurtleff (AG). Then there was John Swallow
(AG). And now there’s Mark Madsen. Were they smoking something?
With so much political scat lying around you know there’s a bunch of legal predators lurking
within our justice system.
*****
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A quick note about Utah County politicians:
Even though Utah County is full of honest Mormons, they often elect politicians that are
downright scary. This happens because many of them have little experience recognizing the
political sociopaths in their midst and these sociopaths are also very good at hiding their true
nature from their constituents.
Check out the top of page 4 in this write-up on Madsen that was published in the Utah Taxpayer
Association’s April 2014 newsletter:
http://www.utahtaxpayers.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/April-2014-Newsletter.pdf
Guys like Madsen know what metrics are important to voters and they do their very best to vote
the right way 100 percent of the time in order to stay in office. But it’s what they do in the back
rooms of government that’s truly disturbing, and voters almost never get to see what happens
there.
When I have confronted neighbors with some of the scandalous details I’ve learned about our
elected officials, they often brush them off because they want to give their honest looking
officials the benefit of the doubt. The only time that I have been truly successful at overcoming
their skepticism is when I have give them a preponderance of evidence. This is the primary
reason why this report is so exhaustive.

Utah State Auditor -- John “Frugal” Dougall
To put the Utah State Auditor’s failures into perspective, it’s useful
to first understand how auditors work in the private sector,
especially in the banking industry.
In the banking world so much money flows through employee
hands that it’s absolutely essential that banks have rigorous
processes in place for identifying and preventing fraud. If they
didn’t, they would quickly get run out of business by crooked
insiders. One of the favorite tactics that banks use is initiating
audits when employees go on vacation. And sometimes when they
do this, their employees never return!
If bank auditors catch a crook during an investigation, almost everyone in the bank eventually
learns of it because the investigations are quietly publicized. This instills fear and respect
among the remaining employees for the rules and laws that were broken and generally keeps
them in line. In short, banks follow a simple four-step process for staying in business: (1) name,
(2) shame, (3) fire and (4) prosecute.
Government auditors rarely do these things. Instead, when they find problems, even big ones,
they often handle them as if they were “training accidents” and prescribe some remedial
education for the government employees involved. Since they almost never reveal names in
their reports, taxpayers can rarely tell who failed them and who needs to be replaced.
Here is an excerpt from the Utah State Auditor’s recent Eagle Mountain City report:
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Now here is the “training accident” section of the report:

You’d never know it from these excerpts but the state auditor discovered that the wife of Nate
Ochsenhirt, a city council member, was able to buy a 1/3 acre parcel from the city for only
$2,159. Because this parcel was eventually combined with their adjacent housing lot, it probably
increased their property value by tens of thousands of dollars. That’s a great return on
investment! You’d also never know from their report that the extremely low dollar value of this
transaction was set by Fionnuala Kofoed, the city recorder.
The only reason I learned that a council member was involved in this transaction is that a sharpeyed friend of mine found a Utah County land value record that matched the value of the parcel
in the auditor’s report. When I contacted the auditor’s office to verify that Nate Ochsenhirt’s wife
owned the land in question, they confirmed it! They probably never thought anyone would catch
this.
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This friend also went through the city’s council meeting minutes and discovered that Nate
Ochsenhirt was one of the council members who originally voted to authorize the city to sell
some of its properties. Here’s what my friend sent me:

Ms. Kofoed’s remarks makes one wonder whether it was Nate Ochsenhirt who was one of the
anxious ones.
Verification of Ochsenhirt address: http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/nate-ochsenhirt-address.jpg
Utah County parcel owner record: http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/nate-ochsenhirt-owner.jpg
Utah County parcel value record: http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/nate-ochsenhirt-value-hires.jpg
When I first got wind of this suspicious land deal in October 2013 I was told by a former
neighbor of Ochsenhirt that he once joked to her, “I'm on the city council, don't I get some
kickbacks?” In hindsight, this may have been a Freudian slip.
I don’t know about you, but it looks like the Utah State Auditor’s Office covered-up a major
scandal in Eagle Mountain. Here we have Nate Ochsenhirt, a city council member, voting to
authorize a program that allows his wife to buy land far below market value, which enables them
to realize a personal gain in the tens of thousands of dollars--and the state auditor refuses to
name anyone involved in the transaction or the exact size of the lot. Certainly, leaving the
names out wasn’t merely “a mistake” as the audit supervisor told me over the phone. It was
intentional.
But dubious land deals weren’t the only thing the state auditor punted on.
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(1) When his office examined the questionable travel costs of our former mayor and her spouse,
they wouldn’t identify either of them by name (Heather and Allen Jackson).
(2) When his office examined questionable entertainment expenses for Mayor Heather Jackson,
former Special Events Director Angie Ferre, and Energy Director/Rodeo Facilities Manager
Adam Ferre, they wouldn’t name their names either.
(3) And when they determined that some of these costs should be considered taxable fringe
benefits since they had no public purpose, I bet they didn’t automatically inform the IRS that
these people had misreported their income for the year.
(4) When they questioned the lack of supporting documentation for event-related payments,
they wouldn’t name Paul Jerome, the current finance director, as one of the individuals primarily
responsible for making sure that all the paperwork was in order.
(5) And when Mayor Jackson commissioned a $25k 18-inch tall resin maquette (plastic statue)
of a Pony Express rider and his horse without a competitive bidding process, they never even
identified this fact. Nor did they name the artist, Deon Duncan, who got the sweetheart deal. It
makes one wonder how Ms. Duncan got such a good deal? Was she a close friend of Mayor
Jackson? And did the city attorney review and approve the contract? Inquiring minds would like
to know . . . .
$25,000 for a resin casting is insanely expensive, especially considering that the artist was
selling the same sculpture in bronze for only $7,500 at the time. This statue now resides in the
lobby of city hall.
http://deonduncan.com/monuments-/1/3
(6) The state auditors even delayed their audit until shortly after the election. While I’m sure they
had other auditing priorities to consider at the time, I also think it was a professional courtesy
they extended to a sitting politician.
(7) And here’s the big one. In February 2013 I accused the city of illegally transferring money
from its utility funds to its general fund so they would have extra money to spend on things like
the city’s special events. The state auditor agreed to investigate one aspect of this but when he
came out with his report he only said this:

This finding allowed Mayor Chris Pengra to issue the following statement which was printed in
the Crossroads Journal on February 24, 2014.
http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/mayor-of-eagle-mountain-response-to-state-auditors-report/
What makes this statement so disgusting is that his wife, Lianne Pengra, confirmed in a
February 13, 2013 town hall meeting statement that the city had indeed transferred money from
its utility enterprise funds to its general fund without taxpayer knowledge. Here is her comment:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-lianne-utility-transfer.mp3
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She also went on to detail the city’s dishonest reporting about the true financial losses of the
city’s special events:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-lianne-funny-budgets.mp3
After her comments at the town hall meeting she even wrote up the following statement (most
likely with her husband’s help) and had me submit it to the Utah County Attorney’s Office in the
hope that someone would be prosecuted for all the corruption in the city. This was before her
husband Chris ran for mayor, back when he still believed there was lots of corruption in the city.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/Lianne-statement-UTCA.pdf
There is absolutely no doubt that Mayor Pengra knew about the city’s dishonest accounting
practices, and for him to brazenly claim that my allegations regarding the illegal utility transfers
had been discredited was a whopper of a misrepresentation. Yes, the state auditor said
everything was copacetic with them, but my allegations were based on evidence I had collected
from prior fiscal years--not future fiscal years--and the state auditor only audited the FY 2013
books that hadn’t closed yet when he announced his investigation.
Imagine a group of private-sector bank auditors being tipped off about an illegal transfer scheme
at a local branch and then telling the branch’s employees that they were going to audit but not
right away. Imagine them also telling the branch employees exactly what they were going to
look at. Don’t you think the bank’s employees would then use the delay to clean up their books
before their audit actually took place?
That’s essentially what the state auditor’s office did with Eagle Mountain. They announced their
audit, told the city what they were going to look at, delayed it for 10 months or so, and when
they finally got around to looking for questionable utility transfers, they only did so for the last
fiscal year, which was FY 2013. And voila, everything was in order! Isn’t it amazing how that
happened? This is how the state auditor made it appear like my allegations had no merit.
These auditors are real pros!
And do you remember Chris Pengra’s campaign statement about lying? In case you forgot, here
it is again:
I know that intentional concealment of the truth does not work well as a long-term plan,
and as Abraham Lincoln has said, “No man has a good enough memory to make a
successful liar.”
He certainly has a short-term memory for a guy who’s wife was a city employee for four years in
one of the most scandal-ridden departments in the city!
While Lianne Pengra’s statements were relatively brief and only highlighted the transactions she
knew about, the problems went far beyond what she disclosed. In past years the city transferred
millions of dollars from the city’s utility funds to pay for city hall employees (like council
members) who didn’t work for the utilities themselves. This enabled it to free up other general
fund revenues to pay for other things like the city’s special events, which the mayor used to
build her popularity among voters. This was essentially money laundering, government-style.
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In addition, she would order city employees from every department to set up, take down, and
man the events, which required them to leave their regular jobs for extended periods of time.
One local builder told me that every year for about a two-week period he couldn’t get a building
inspection because all the inspectors were busy manning Pony Express Days events.
When the city’s employees staffed these special events activities, their salaries and overtime
were not billed to the city’s special events budget; they were paid for by the department in which
they normally worked. And when utility employees worked the events, residents paid for their
salaries and overtime on their utility bills. In this last case, Mayor Jackson was essentially
spending utility funds on general fund expenses without even transferring the funds into the
general fund. Certainly, that’s got to be illegal.
While other cities also take money from their utility funds to cover general fund expenditures,
they often do it legally. Check out this notice that Provo City issued after I filed my original
complaint with the state:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/provo-utility-transfer-notice.jpg
Eagle Mountain has NEVER mailed a similar notice to Eagle Mountain residents. Yet, John
Dougall essentially cleared the city of wrongdoing so his government colleagues in the city
wouldn’t experience the wrath of angry voters.
(8) But wait, there’s more . . . drum roll . . . the state auditor’s office knew about the credit card
transactions!
According to a phone conversation I had in November 2013 with Paul Jerome, the city’s finance
director, the state auditor’s office had requested and received four years worth of special events
department credit card statements. This means they knew about some of the city’s worst credit
card charges and decided not to report on them.
After their report was published I asked the audit supervisor whether they had forwarded any of
their findings to the Utah County Attorney for prosecution. This was her reply:
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Since I thought their determination was flawed--possibly because they didn’t review all of the
city’s credit card statements--I sent them a copy of my master credit card spreadsheet to see
what they would say. This was the response I got:

Of course, I never heard from her again. Once the upper echelons of the auditor’s office had
their say, they probably determined it would be better to ignore me.
In hindsight, when the auditor wrote “In our view, the issues we reported on did not rise to the
level of criminal activity” I think they might have been a little too cute. This statement also leaves
open the possibility that they did not report on any criminal activities that they found.
Certainly, purchases at sports bars and private clubs are criminal in nature. While the auditors
may not have been aware of these specific transactions, I can guarantee you that they saw
enough suspicious charges in the statements they did review that they should’ve dug deeper.
That’s what good private-sector auditors would’ve done.
“Frugal” Dougall ought to consider changing his nickname to “Dirty” Dougall instead. And maybe
the motto of his office ought to be changed to:
If you’ve got dirt, we’ve got you covered! We offer anonymous auditing services for
embattled government bureaucrats throughout Utah.
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As a side business, he could also offer public relations disaster mitigation services. Let me
explain:
On February 13, 2013 I sent the following email to John Dougall.

But later that night at an Eagle Mountain town hall gathering Ifo Pili, the city administrator,
interrupted the meeting to make this remark:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/thm-ifo-cayman-account.mp3
Can you believe it? Dirty Dougall actually gave the city a heads-up that I knew about their
Cayman Island account because he thought I might embarrass them with a pointed question or
two at that night’s town hall meeting. Thanks! It’s obvious that he cares more about protecting
the crooks at my City Hall than he does about protecting the citizens who voted for him.
But what’s really interesting about this exchange is what happened next. Scott Anderson, the
President and CEO of Zions Bank, made a personal visit to an Eagle Mountain City Council
meeting on March 5, 2013 to explain the Cayman Island account. Who pulled what strings to get
the CEO of the 35th largest bank in the nation with assets of over $55 billion to come and visit
our podunk city?
http://www.relbanks.com/top-us-banks/assets
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https://www.zionsbank.com/about-zions-bank/bio-scott-anderson.jsp
Here’s an excerpt from the minutes of that meeting documenting his presence:

They were clearly worried about the appearance of our city using an offshore Cayman Island’s
account even though I was primarily interested in finding out what happened to all the money
that my source said disappeared. My source still maintains that the account was NOT a sweep
account when he discovered it even though it may have been used as one later on. As usual,
the city answered the question it wanted to answer and totally ignored the uncomfortable ones.
In my opinion, guys like Anderson don’t show up at small town hearings just to quash little
scandals. They are only called out when something big could blow up in their faces.
Note how there was no mention of a Cayman Islands account at all in the city’s minutes. It’s not
unusual for Eagle Mountain to carefully edit its minutes to minimize the amount of information
citizens can get from the official record.
http://www.emcity.org/Home/ShowDocument?id=908
Financial Technocrats
Aside from the obvious integrity issues in the State Auditor’s Office, Dougall also seems to have
given his employees conflicting mandates that all but guarantees that they can’t do their jobs
properly.
Generally, accountants aren’t people people. I should know since I used to be one. Accountants
would rather deal with the certainty of numbers than with the messy nature of people. As a
result, they tend to shy away from people problems and prefer to reduce everything to numbers
and procedures that don’t bite back. This is one reason why there aren’t very many tough
auditors, especially in government. If you also give them a conflicting mandate, as the state
auditor seems to have done, they will almost certainly fail.
The first mandate of government auditors is pretty simple: it’s to protect taxpayer money by
uncovering fraud and abuse. The additional mandate, which was an integral part of Dougall’s
campaign platform, was to use the auditor’s office as a means to train government employees
who can’t count properly on their own (my words, not his).
The first priority requires them to be tough and ruthless like private-sector auditors. The second
requires them to maintain a good working relationship with the people they audit. In my opinion,
it’s impossible to do both at the same time. The result has been that the accountants in the
auditor’s office appear to have largely forsaken their first responsibility in favor of the second.
Check out this excerpt from Dougall’s cover letter to Eagle Mountain City.
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Holy cow! They spent all that time at City Hall and they admitted up-front that they did not audit
the city’s internal controls even though they must’ve uncovered a lot of all the scandalous
spending at area restaurants and department stores. So much for protecting citizens from fraud.
The second paragraph highlights their attempts to maintain a “continuing professional
relationship” with Eagle Mountain. It’s quite disgusting for an auditor to be so obsequious with
government officials when they knew they were misusing taxpayer funds for personal gain.
If you read the rest of their report you’ll also see that they are like many other government
technocrats who tend to attribute any problems they find to a break down in the system. In other
words, it’s never a personnel problem.
But in Eagle Mountain the scandals weren’t caused by a failure in the system. We already have
complicated accounting systems that require multiple sign-offs on purchases and
reimbursements. We have professionally trained city administrators and finance directors who
are supposed to enforce the city’s procedures. We have city council members who are
supposed to provide citizen oversight for the city’s operations. We have outside auditors that
check our finances annually, and the state’s auditors periodically do their own checks. And then
there are the city and county attorneys who are supposed to prosecute people who break the
law. But every single one of these checks and balances failed. Why? It’s because the people in
these positions are either crooked, lazy, incompetent, cowardly, gullible, or just plain stupid.
The key to cleaning up Eagle Mountain City is changing the people in charge of it. That means
heads have to roll. Lots of them. But in order for that to happen citizens have to be able to
identify the government employees and officials who failed them, something which the State
Auditor’s Office steadfastly refused to do.
If private-sector bank auditors uncovered an embezzling scheme but were too timid to identify
the culprits, they would be fired. The same ought to happen to the state’s auditors. And any new
replacements ought to have at least 5 or 10 years of private-sector bank experience before they
are allowed to work for the state.
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Pretend Audits
The simple fact is that as long as the State Auditor’s Office fails to follow the name, shame, fire
and prosecute protocol of the private sector, no crooked government employee has any reason
to fear a state audit. The state’s auditors will pretend to not see any scandals, even when they
are right under their noses, and the auditees will continue to pretend that they care about the
state auditors’ training recommendations, even though they don’t. And once the fake audit is
over, everybody can go back to their funny accounting practices and holding their “meetings” at
Utah’s finest steakhouses and sushi bars.
You think I’m kidding? I’m not. Shortly after the state auditor’s report was released I checked out
the city’s employee compensation records and noticed that the city had changed how city hall
employees were paid using the city’s utility funds. It used to be that they would transfer utility
funds into the general fund and then pay city hall salaries out of it. But after the audit they
started billing a portion of their city hall salaries directly to the utilities themselves. As a result,
their income was clearly documented as being split between the two different sources. After six
months or so passed I checked the same records again and the city had reverted back to its
traditional way of accounting; there was no longer any split.
I wish I had saved a before and after screenshot of this temporary cleanup of their funny
accounting practices, but it never occurred to me that the city would actually revert back to its
old way of doing things after it had been caught.
If you want to read the actual state audit report of Eagle Mountain City as well as the city’s
response, you can find them here:
http://financialreports.utah.gov/saoreports/2013/13-EAGL8LaEagleMtnCityEagleMountainCity.pdf
Be sure and note how Mayor Pengra defends Mayor Jackson’s administration and tries to spin
the auditor’s findings to make it appear like the city was really not guilty of any major faults at all.
Note: Dirty Dougall used to have more intolerance for waste. Check out the last half of this blog
post: http://pcandg.com/utah-auditor-elect-john-dougall-asks-for-resignations-and-hints-ofthings-to-come/ It certainly didn’t take him long to go native once he got into office.

Utah State Records Committee
In my quest to hold someone in Eagle Mountain accountable for all the missing credit card
statements I filed an appeal with the Utah State Records Committee. I wanted a fee waiver and
an official order forcing the city to turn over the documents they were illegally withholding.
The State Records Committee denied my request for a fee waiver and they also refused to
consider my appeals for the missing documents. But they did grant me a fee reduction so it
wouldn’t look like they were unfairly treating a poor resident who was merely trying to clean up a
local government.
What’s the point of even having an appeals process if citizens can’t get the State Records
Committee to force recalcitrant governments to fork over documents that should already be
available to the public free of charge?
When I wrote Susan Mumford, the executive secretary of the committee, to ask what had
happened, we had the following exchange:
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http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/mumford-exchange.pdf
Among other things, she mentioned that the city made an offer in the hearing to turn over more
documents, as if that should satisfy me, but my reply was, “If their word was worth anything I
wouldn't have had to file an appeal with your office in the first place.”
Here is an audio clip from the April 10, 2014 appeal hearing in
which Fionnuala Kofoed, the city recorder, admitted that the
city has a Costco credit card.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-admit-costco-cc.mp3
Here is an audio clip in which I summarize the problem and
restate my request for the missing statements in my closing
statement:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-sam-closing.mp3
And here is the reply from Jeremy Cook, the Eagle Mountain
City attorney, who promised to turn over any missing credit card statements free of charge.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-cook-promising-statements.mp3
As of April 3, 2015 I have not received one additional statement from Eagle Mountain City
despite their assurances; not the missing Mayor Heather Jackson credit card statements nor
any of the missing Costco credit card statements. In all, they are still withholding 51 statements
that I know about and the existence of 36 other Zions Bank statements are still in dispute.
GRAMA law states:
(3) (a) A public employee who intentionally refuses to release a record, the disclosure of
which the employee knows is required by law, is guilty of a class B
misdemeanor.
http://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title63G/Chapter2/63G-2-S801.html
It seems to me that Jeremy Cook and Fionnuala Kofoed, the custodian of the records, ought to
be charged with at least 51 counts of a class B misdemeanor and then fired by Mayor Pengra.
But wait! Pengra probably can’t do that because he was one of the individuals involved with the
initial vetting and withholding of the documents. If he throws them under the bus, they can do
the same to him. Obviously, he’s in a real bind here.
Mutilation of Public Records
Remember the donut exchange in which Jeremy Cook was corrected by Patricia SmithMansfield, the Director of the State Archives, when he wrongly assumed that the donuts in front
of the State Records Committee members were paid for by taxpayers?
Here is an extended version of that audio clip that was taken from the state’s public notice
website:
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-donut-exchange-extended.mp3
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The first part of the clip contains her rebuke of Jeremy Cook. The second part contains the
beginning of the rest of his remarks. Between the two segments there used to be a further
rebuke of Cook that was deleted. The archivist was so incensed by his laughter that she
continued to lecture him about his mistake until he calmed down. She even revealed in her
comments that the donuts were actually purchased by Susan Mumford, the executive secretary
of the committee, out of her own pocket. These extended remarks were presumably removed
from the public recording because they were embarrassing to Eagle Mountain, and Jeremy
Cook, in particular.
To understand how scandalous this deletion is you’ve got to realize that the employees of the
Utah State Archive are the state’s specialists on document retention laws. They should know
better than to tamper with audio recordings of public meetings.
(3) (a) It is unlawful for a person to intentionally mutilate, destroy, or to otherwise
damage or dispose of the record copy of a record knowing that the mutilation,
destruction, damage, or disposal is in contravention of:
(i) a governmental entity's properly adopted retention schedule; or
(ii) if no retention schedule has been properly adopted by the governmental entity, the
model retention schedule, as provided in Section 63G-2-604.
(b) Violation of this Subsection (3) is a class B misdemeanor.
(c) An employee of a governmental entity that violates this Subsection (3) may be
subject to disciplinary action as provided under Section 63G-2-804.
http://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title63A/Chapter12/63A-12-S105.html?v=C63A-12S105_1800010118000101
But then I found this section of Utah’s criminal code that might also apply:
76-8-412. Stealing, destroying or mutilating public records by custodian.
Every officer having the custody of any record, map, or book, or of any paper or
proceedings of any court, filed or deposited in any public office, or placed in his hands
for any purpose, who is guilty of stealing, willfully destroying, mutilating, defacing,
altering, falsifying, removing, or secreting the whole or any part thereof, or who
permits
any other person so to do, is guilty of a felony of the third degree.
76-8-413. Stealing, destroying or mutilating public records by one not
custodian. Every person, not an officer such as is referred to in the preceding section,
who is guilty of any of the acts specified in that section is guilty of a class A
misdemeanor.
http://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title76/Chapter8/76-8-S412.html?v=C76-8-S412_1800010118000101
I’m not sure which section of Utah’s code applies to the tampering of an audio recording of a
public meeting, but the offense is clearly serious. Yet, it seems to have been done quite
casually. The mere fact that someone would commit a misdemeanor or maybe even a felony to
hide a little embarrassment for a friend speaks volumes about the utter lack of fear they have
with regard to breaking the law.
There is one other instance in which I think a section of the audio recording may have been
tampered with but it’s hard to say for sure without a copy of the original recording to compare
against the edited version. But just in case I’m right, here are the details of that instance as I
remember them.
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Lex Hemphill, the chairman of the committee, stated during the hearing that the only time the
records committee has ever granted a fee waiver was to a man who requested one from Salt
Lake City. The committee ruled against Salt Lake City because the city had a blanket prohibition
against fee waivers and the committee thought that was unseemly. Although I found part of this
discussion in the posted recording, the part about the committee only granting one fee waiver
seems to be missing or maybe I just passed over it in my quick review of this 2 hour 30 minute
recording. (Sometimes looking for quotes in public meeting recordings is like looking for needles
in haystacks.)
Nevertheless, this comment, if true, is extremely revealing because it’s basically an admission
that Hemphill’s committee NEVER granted a fee waiver because they never thought it was in
the public interest to release government documents free of charge even though GRAMA law
specifically encourages governmental entities like the State Records Committee to do so. In
other words, the whole process is rigged and citizens basically have no chance of ever getting a
fee waiver when their local governments try to cover-up criminal activity by making it too
expensive for citizens to acquire the evidence.
The Kangaroo Committee
We’ve all heard of kangaroo courts. The State Records Committee is quite similar because they
seem to make up their rules and procedures as they go. Instead of letting the law govern their
meetings, they kind of wing it in a casual, reckless sort of way. Let me explain.
Normally, you’d expect an appeals committee to limit its proceedings to the content of the
petitioner’s appeal. My appeal contained no request for a fee reduction, yet that is the very first
item they considered. In my opinion, they thought it was important to make it appear like they
weren’t letting me go away empty-handed because that would make them look like bullies.
Remember, it’s important for embattled bureaucrats to maintain the pretense of objective
professionalism even as they fight the citizens they are supposed to serve.
Next, they refused to even consider my appeal for the missing documents. They talked about
them some during the meeting and Jeremy Cook promised to turn them over free of charge, but
they refused to officially take up the issue or order the city to turn them over.
And lastly, instead of having a clear up or down vote on whether to grant me a fee waiver, Holly
Richardson, a member of the committee who also endorsed Heather Jackson’s re-election bid
for mayor, made a motion that said it was “not unreasonable” for the city to deny me a fee
waiver. This was insulting because I didn’t appeal to the committee to get their opinion on the
city’s opinion. I wanted a straight up or down vote on whether they would grant me a fee waiver.
Their motion was a backhanded way for them to protect Eagle Mountain City without having to
go on the record as being directly against the citizens of Eagle Mountain.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-motion-to-deny-sort-of.mp3
This motion passed 5-1.
Members of the committee who voted AGAINST giving me a fee waiver, sort of:
Lex Hemphill, Chair (news media representative)
David Fleming (private sector records manager)
Ernest Rowley (political subdivision elected official)
Holly Richardson (Citizen representative)
Doug Misner (State History Designee)
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Members of the committee who voted FOR giving me a fee waiver, sort of:
Patricia Smith-Mansfield (Governor’s designee)*
(*Patricia Smith-Mansfield doesn’t get full credit for her vote against Eagle Mountain City
because after she saw how outnumbered she was in the vote she openly remarked that she
should’ve abstained instead. Apparently, she’s quite susceptible to peer pressure.)
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-vote-abstained.mp3
During much of this hearing Holly Richardson had her feet propped up on her neighbor’s chair,
she was chewing gum, and she was texting on her smartphone. She also didn’t recuse herself
even though she had close political ties to Heather Jackson, the subject of many of the records I
had appealed to get. Here is a link to her endorsement of Jackson:
http://hollyonthehill.com/meet-heather-jackson-mayor-of-eagle-mountain/
That skillfully written endorsement shows that she is truly a master of political dorodango!
Here’s a YouTube video that explains dorodango to the uninformed:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rax27_ZIVM
It’s also amazing that she has the gumption to call herself a “common sense conservative.” I
think that’s a code word for “liberal” in Utah.
http://hollyonthehill.com/about-holly/
It’s worth noting here that all but one of the people on the committee voted in lock-step with
each other, and at least one of them never even participated in the meeting. It’s almost as if the
committee was intentionally packed with members whose primary qualification was that they
could be relied upon to regularly vote against the citizens who come before them.
You might wonder, how are these members chosen? The following link provides a clue:
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/src-appointments.pdf
Responsible Parties
As far as I’m concerned, there are two people who are primarily responsible for the wretched
operations of the State Records Committee.
Lex Hemphill, Chairman, State Records Committee
First, there’s Lex Hemphill, the chairman of the committee. He was so disrespectful that at one
point in the meeting he interrupted my presentation to basically say that he had no interest in it
and that I should move on, even though I was clearly making a legitimate public interest
argument.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-lex-hemphill-interruption.mp3
It’s obvious these guys have absolutely no empathy for citizens who put in hundreds and
thousands of hours of volunteer work fighting government corruption even though they are
opposed by highly paid government officials who essentially have unlimited funds to finance
their defense.
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The next recording documents their intent to change the rules so citizens like me would have
even less time to present our arguments before the committee. It also captures their contempt
and willingness to laugh at the people who come before them.
http://www.eagleshare.org/audio/src-rule-change.mp3
Paul Tonks, Legal Counsel, State Records Committee
The second person responsible is Paul Tonks, the committee’s legal counsel from the Utah
Attorney General’s Office. In my opinion, Tonks was responsible for making sure the State
Records Committee followed the law and he seemed to do anything but that. Not once did he
ever say to the committee,
“Hey guys, GRAMA law specifically encourages you to grant fee waivers when it’s in the
public interest to release documents. First, you need to consider whether it’s in the
public interest to do so, and if so, you need to vote on a fee waiver or reduction. You
must also consider an order forcing Eagle Mountain City to turn over the missing credit
card statements since they have already admitted they improperly withheld them.”
Enforcing the procedural rights of petitioners to the State Records Committee is his job. Yet, he
sat there like a Pillsbury Dough Boy (not physically, just attitudinally), so thick that he couldn’t
see that the committee’s haphazard proceedings were trampling the rights of citizens like me.
And he is supposedly the state’s leading specialist on GRAMA law!
Imagine him month after month, year after year, letting the committee’s members run roughshod
over the state’s poor citizens who are merely trying to clean up the state’s corruption. He is
clearly part of the problem and should be fired right away. No attorney who enables the legal
abuse of so many petitioners should be allowed to hold the lofty title, Assistant Attorney
General. In fact, he should probably have his law license yanked for helping the state’s corrupt
bureaucrats cover up their illegal activities.
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/paul-tonks/16/335/197
In the committee’s official orders regarding my appeal he even made sure that they made no
mention of the missing documents I wanted or why I wanted them. In other words, he provided
the legal paperwork that legitimized this partial cover-up of Eagle Mountain City’s corruption.
By the time I left the hearing I knew the whole thing had been a sham. The confirmation came
when Tonks gave me a big wink as I was leaving the room. Under other circumstances I
would’ve thought that he was just being friendly, but in this case I’m pretty sure he was letting
me know that I had been played by a bunch of pros.
GRAMA Reforms
Obviously, Utah’s GRAMA law needs some reform in order to keep the committee’s
proceedings legal and orderly. Here are the changes that I would like to see made:
(1) If a citizen appeals because a government entity won’t turn over public documents,
the committee should be required to determine via a vote whether the documents have
been produced.
(a) If it determines that they have not, there should then be a vote to determine
whether the governmental entity in question (i) illegally withheld documents, (ii)
illegally stalled the GRAMA request, or (iii) charged excessive fees.
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(b) If it determines that any of these things happened, the requestor shall get an
automatic fee waiver and a written apology from the administrative officer that
was at fault.
(c) If an administrative officer is forced to apologize, the apology must be posted
on the website of the offending government agency as well as on the website of
the State Records Committee indefinitely.
(d) If the documents should have been produced but weren’t, the committee must
issue orders demanding their transfer free of charge.
(2) If a citizen appeals because a governmental entity denied a fee waiver request, the
committee should be required to first determine via a vote whether it’s in the public
interest to release the documents.
(a) If it determines that it’s in the public interest to do so, there should also be a
vote on whether or not to grant a fee waiver.
(b) If the committee doesn’t grant a fee waiver, they should then be required to
hold a vote on whether or not to grant a fee reduction.
(3) If a GRAMA request uncovers possible fraud, corruption, or a misuse of taxpayer
funds, the requestor shall get an automatic fee waiver or refund.
(a) If the released documents contribute to a successful conviction or disciplinary
action for a government employee, the requestor shall receive a letter of
commendation from the governor and a bounty for uncovering the fraud.
(4) An administrative officer found guilty of illegally withholding the release of public
documents, shall be dismissed and prosecuted.
(5) The state legislature should appropriate $1 million per year to assist citizens in
paying GRAMA fees related to requests that could uncover fraud or misuse of taxpayer
funds. This money would essentially crowdsource the public auditing function and
enable more corruption to be uncovered than would otherwise be the case.
If citizens like myself are willing to donate hundreds of hours auditing various government
agencies for fraud and waste, the least the government could do is give us the financial
documents that our tax dollars have already paid for.
Background documents:
Original GRAMA request with Eagle Mountain City:
http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/GRAMA-original-request-flattened.pdf
GRAMA appeal form sent to the State Records Committee:
http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/GRAMA-appeal-state-flattened.pdf
Eagle Mountain’s Appeal Brief for the State Records Committee:
http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/Kinghorn-appeal-docs.pdf
Official judgment of the State Records Committee:
http://eagleshare.org/pdfs/GRAMA-state-orders.pdf
Note: there’s no mention of my appeal for the missing credit card statements in the order.
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Political Endorsements
When corrupt politicians like Heather Jackson are in trouble, their fellow pigs in suits often come
to their rescue, lending their credibility and stature to their re-election campaigns. Here are a
few examples of endorsements from local political celebrities who demonstrated their stunning
lack of political discernment:
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And then there’s this one from my very own Utah state house representative, David Lifferth, a
self-described conservative Republican.
“Mayor Jackson is unmatched in her wisdom, insight and experience
leading Eagle Mountain. She was first elected in a time of great turmoil
in the city and was the 9th Mayor in 10 years. However, with her vision
and leadership, the city is now on stable footing and our progress has
continued steadily under her leadership.”
I was shocked by his endorsement because I had talked to him at
length on my front porch one day and he sounded just like a Tea Party
Patriot. How could a man who supposedly supports Tea Party
principles also endorse the most corrupt mayor that Eagle Mountain
has ever had?
Like Senator Madsen he may have one of the most conservative voting records in the Utah
House, but he is obviously not fit for office.
http://libertasutah.org/resources/legislator-indexes/2015-index/
*****
John Curtis, the mayor of Provo (second largest city in Utah), also had this to say about Mayor
Jackson.
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Curtis has the dubious distinction of also having supported Jeff Buhman, the problematic Utah
County Attorney.

It was amazing to see the long list of well-known Utah political figures come to the rescue of the
embattled bureaucrats of Eagle Mountain. It makes me want to request their government credit
card statements too!

Daily Herald
(regional newspaper)
When newspapers decide to support corrupt politicians, they generally employ a four-step
technique to mitigate the damage that critics can cause with hard facts.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Silence
Restate
Explain
Dismiss

Step 1 is to silence the critic. They do this by not identifying the government critic by name in
newspaper articles. Nor do they provide links to their websites lest voters see first-hand any
incriminating evidence they might have published. Check out the following story by the Daily
Herald.
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/north/eagle-mountain/crowds-turn-out-for-controversialeagle-mountain-town-hall/article_c395cd55-a399-56d7-965a-ebcc114818a7.html
There is no mention of my name or the eagleshare.org website even though the main purpose
of the meeting was to refute the allegations in my report. In the article they also misstate my
accusations so they can make it appear as if the city’s employees and politicians effectively
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addressed them. And of course, they never asked for rebuttals from me or any of the city’s other
critics. This is Herald journalism at its best!
A year later when the state auditor finally came out with his report on Eagle Mountain, the Daily
Herald ran an article with the following headline:

You’d think from this headline that Eagle Mountain City was cleared of all charges. That’s
certainly the impression the average reader would get from it. Now read the actual article. It
describes point by point some of the problems the Utah State Auditor found in Eagle Mountain,
and there are lots of them, including the misuse of city funds!
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/north/eagle-mountain/eagle-mountain-city-cleared-ofmisused-funds-allegations/article_146c9cae-5e07-5155-9694-9f7180b0bac0.html
Once again the Herald makes no mention of the report I wrote that prompted the auditor’s
investigation. Nor do they ask for any statements or rebuttal, which I could’ve easily provided.
How can a newspaper so clearly mislead readers with its headline? Was it partial payback for
the hundreds of free tickets to the city’s Pony Express Days events they reportedly received
from Mayor Jackson while she was in office?
It’s no wonder that the Daily Herald’s circulation numbers have been suffering, which in turn, is
probably responsible for their continuing layoffs. Maybe if they offered a combo deal (a
subscription with a prescription, say perhaps, the Herald with Zofran) more people would be
willing to read it.
http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/money/55833660-79/daily-editor-executive-wright.html.csp
http://www.drugs.com/zofran.html
Newspapers Should be Rich
Newspapers like the Daily Herald are missing a real opportunity here. Throughout history
people have been enthralled by the battle between good and evil. Movies like Star Wars and
The Hunger Games are largely popular because they portray the battle between oppressive
governments and their victims in a way that resonates with viewers on a visceral level. If there
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was a dramatic TV series like Law and Order that was all about uncovering the novel ways that
government officials commit fraud, the producers would have a smash hit. People love to see
corruption exposed with all its gory details. That’s one of the main reasons the House of Cards
series has been so popular on Netflix.
When newspapers like the Herald refuse to expose corruption and instead bend over
backwards to protect corrupt politicians, they alienate their readers and their advertisers. What
sane business owner wants to advertise in a paper that protects corrupt politicians who
inevitably want to tax them even more to finance their reckless spending? It doesn’t make
business sense.
If newspapers became the champions of the people instead of the defenders of corruption, they
could become profitable, even in this digital age. And if they would just publish the contact info
for a public corruption tip line, they would get a steady stream of story leads that, if covered,
would earn them the loyalty of readers and advertisers alike.
Nobody, conservative or liberal, Republican or Democrat, wants corruption unless they are
personally benefitting from it. Fighting corruption is truly a bipartisan issue. Ask the citizens of
District 12 (err, I mean Eagle Mountain).

Crossroads Journal
(local newspaper)
As a former investigative reporter for a small weekly newspaper I have a lot of empathy for the
staff members of the Crossroads Journal. It’s a tough job putting together a small-town paper
when you don’t have the resources or the economies of scale that larger papers have with their
larger markets. It’s especially hard in areas like Eagle Mountain and Saratoga Springs where
local businesses tend to be relatively new and have very small advertising budgets.
Most people don’t know it but it can take between 20-40 hours to research and write a good
investigative story from scratch (sometimes much more) and small time papers can rarely afford
to devote those kinds of hours to a single story. Because of this they tend to focus on puff
pieces that fill their paper’s columns quickly without offending the people in government that
traditionally feed them news.
Having said all that, I didn’t think anybody could top the crappy journalism of the Daily Herald,
but I was wrong, again. At least the Herald pretends to cover both sides of the issue. The
Crossroads Journal, on the other hand, doesn’t even do that. It usually just invites government
officials, like Mayor Pengra, to use their paper as a distribution method for their own
propaganda.
http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/mayor-of-eagle-mountain-response-to-state-auditors-report/
The state audit report on Eagle Mountain was BIG local news yet they never asked for rebuttals
from the citizens who wanted the audit. Instead, they did their best to help their friends in power
downplay the significance of the city’s scandals.
In another example, there was a controversial shooting in which a Saratoga Springs police
officer shot a sword wielding man who reportedly had mental health issues five times in the
back. This shooting made international news.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-1139598/Darrien-Hunt-shot-death-SaratogaSprings-police.html
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Now check out the Crossroad Journal’s coverage. It’s mostly press releases from the police
department or articles quoting them. There is almost no coverage of the family or of the opinions
of local residents who are concerned about the excessive use of force by local police. In fact,
the Crossroads Journal doesn’t even have a letters to the editor section where people can
publicly criticize their elected officials.
http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/?s=saratoga+springs+shooting
According to this report by the Salt Lake Tribune more Utah citizens were killed by police in the
state over a five year period than were killed by gang members. Wow!
http://www.sltrib.com/news/1842489-155/killings-by-utah-police-outpacing-gang?fullpage=1
If the Crossroads Journal was more like the Salt Lake Tribune and at least covered the stories
in its own backyard with a little more integrity, maybe they wouldn’t find so many of their papers
left in the gutters and driveways of the city.

It shouldn’t come as a surprise that Wendy Lojik, the current publisher of the Crossroads
Journal, endorsed Mayor Heather Jackson’s re-election bid and is a big supporter of the city’s
subsidies for our local money-losing rodeo. In other words, the frugal residents of Eagle
Mountain help subsidize her expensive horse hobby.
http://www.crossroadsjournal.net/the-future-of-the-pony-express-days-rodeo/
What makes this so disgusting is that even as the city sponsors the hobbies of rich people, the
city’s numerous parks and trails continue to go without basic amenities like drinking fountains
and bathrooms. Have you ever tried taking a young family to a park when there aren’t proper
facilities?
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Deseret News
(state-wide newspaper)
One of the main goals of crooked politicians is to keep voters docile. They know that if voters
become informed and start searching for corruption, they will find it in spades and a lot of people
will be thrown from office. So whenever they can they get their friends in the media to run
articles that are designed to keep the natives from getting restless.
After the recent scandal in which two of Utah’s former attorney generals were indicted for
multiple felonies, the establishment rushed to assure voters that the problems in the AG’s office
were unique and that they didn’t represent a pervasive culture of corruption in Utah.
Here’s the money quote from Democrat Frank Pignanelli, a Salt Lake attorney, lobbyist and
political adviser. He served 10 years in the Utah House of Representatives and six years as
House minority leader.
“Readers should not worry about the ethics of their local council member or legislator.”
And here’s a supporting remark from Republican LaVarr Webb, a political consultant and
lobbyist. He was the policy deputy to Gov. Mike Leavitt and a Deseret News managing editor.
(Note the incestuous relationship between politicians and the media.)
“What this sad saga means is two guys holding high office could not resist the charms
and lifestyles of shady wealthy people wanting favors. It only goes that deep. No culture
of corruption exists . . . . ”
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/865607230/Do-arrests-of-Swallow-Shurtleff-reflect-adeeper-ethical-decay.html
Who are they kidding?!? What do they think happens when the chief law enforcement officer of
the state (the AG) is crooked? Don’t they hire people with questionable ethics to serve under
them so they won’t get ratted out? And don’t they also let other political crimes slide lest they be
accused of hypocrisy by their targets?
The Utah County Attorney’s Office refused to investigate political corruption and possible
election fraud in Eagle Mountain. Jeremy Cook, the city’s attorney, has done his part to cover it
up too. The city’s politicians have used taxpayer money to go on vacation, buy each other gifts,
and take their spouses out to dinner. The city’s administrators and finance chiefs appear to have
committed budgetary fraud by not disclosing the thousands of meals that employees bought for
themselves using city credit cards.
When the top cop in Utah is crooked, isn’t it reasonable to expect that corruption will also exist
at the lowest levels of government, just as we’ve seen in Eagle Mountain? Isn’t it also
reasonable to expect that potential whistleblowers will be afraid to come forward if they know
that no one in authority will prosecute the criminals they identify? They don’t want to lose their
jobs.
Either Pignanelli and Webb are painfully naïve or they are part of a cover up that is designed to
protect the political class from further scrutiny. It’s too bad, for them and their friends, that
88 percent of Utahns list public corruption as their number one legislative priority. Maybe this
fact has these guys and their friends in power worried.
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/865614334/Reducing-public-corruption-should-be-UtahLegislatures-top-priority-survey-shows.html
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What’s truly disappointing is that the Deseret News, which is owned by the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, should know better than to discourage citizens from questioning the
thieves who are running their governments. After all, the Book of Mormon is full of stories of
what happens when people allow this type of corruption to flourish among them.

Utah State Attorney General
None of the corruption in Eagle Mountain could’ve existed over the years unless the Utah
Attorney General’s office willfully looked the other way when honest city officials and citizens
tried to alert them to the problems within the city. For instance, in my State Records Committee
appeal hearing an attorney from the AG’s office actually provided the legal counsel and
paperwork that legitimized the committee’s cover-up of my city’s missing credit card statements.
Now that Sean Reyes is our new Attorney General, I would like to think that things will change,
but I’m truly a skeptic. First of all, I don’t think he was appointed to clean up the state. I think he
was appointed by the establishment to make sure the AG’s office doesn’t embarrass it again.
In an October 1, 2014 Salt Lake Tribune article there’s the following quote:
"While there may have been a ‘For Sale’ sign before on the door
of the attorney general’s office," Reyes said, referring to a House
investigation that determined Swallow sold access to the office,
"there’s a new sign since I’ve been here: ‘Beware of dog.’ "
http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/politics/58478496-90/reyes-officestormont-general.html.csp
Only time will tell whether Sean Reyes thinks of himself as a lap
dog or a guard dog.
I will give him credit though for revamping the AG’s website. For
the first-time in ages citizens actually have a direct line they can
call to file complaints about public corruption. I just hope it’s not controlled by the same guy who
was in charge of investigating public corruption in the past.
http://attorneygeneral.utah.gov/uncategorized/special-investigations
When I called in early 2013 to complain about corruption in Eagle Mountain, the receptionist
wouldn’t even connect me with him. Instead, she referred me to the Utah County Attorney’s
office. I was told that the AG would only take up my complaint if the county attorney’s office
refused to investigate. When I contacted the Utah County Attorney’s Office to get a formal
rejection of my request for an investigation, they wouldn’t even reply. This left me in a state of
legal limbo that gave the AG’s office an out if it didn’t want to investigate either.
http://www.eagleshare.org/pdfs/email-jeff-request-denial.jpg
While Sean Reyes has made some moves to publicly tackle government corruption, he appears
to have only done so against a Democrat, so far.
http://fox13now.com/2014/12/04/carbon-county-sheriff-faces-felony-charge-for-alleged-misuseof-money/
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It’ll be interesting to see if he is willing to go after the rampant Republican corruption in Eagle
Mountain because this will determine what kind of dog he really is.
Will he be a lap dog that pretends to investigate (like the state auditor) but eventually clears the
city of criminal wrongdoing? Will he be a rat dog that yips and barks a lot, and maybe even
lands a bite or two on the crooks who are stealing from taxpayers, but is largely impotent to stop
them? Or will he be a guard dog that takes them down whenever they cross the line and deters
them from ever coming back?
While Reyes doesn’t have enough of a public record to indicate how he will act, one thing is
certain: if he can’t find enough kleptocrats to fill an entire wing of our new state prison, it’ll be
obvious that he’s just as crooked as his predecessors.
But hopefully, that won’t be the case. If he adopts a “broken windows” approach to policing
public corruption in the state, he can make a real difference, and perhaps, even set an example
that reformers in the rest of the nation can follow. Let me explain.
“Broken Windows” Policing Against Public Corruption
Crooked politicians and government employees are no different than your average street thug in
one important way: if they are allowed to get away with small crimes, they will also feel much
more comfortable committing large crimes. As a result, it’s imperative the AG’s office indicts as
many people in Eagle Mountain as the law will allow. There should be no tolerance for
government corruption, just as there is no tolerance for private citizens shoplifting at local
grocery stores.
If I stole a candy bar from my local Walmart and got caught, I would have a criminal record even
if the dollar value of my theft was actually in the cents. But when Eagle Mountain City
employees use taxpayer money to take their coworkers and friends out to eat on a regular
basis, they are automatically exempt from any legal consequences as long as they have some
excuse--no matter how flimsy--that could possibly justify their purchases.
The problem is that these people are congenital liars. They lie in their emails. They lie by
omission in their budgets and on the state’s transparency website. They make promises to turn
over statements in State Records Committee appeal hearings that they don’t fulfill. They grossly
misrepresent facts in town hall meetings to divert the wrath of angry citizens. And a former
employee even claimed that she was personally directed by the city administrator to charge a
purely social meal to the special events budget even though she said it had no official purpose.
You can’t trust these people. And you can also bet that they’ve spent hundreds of hours
strategizing together on how they are going to spin their corruption so it doesn’t look as bad as it
seems, and they probably did all this hard work while on the clock. This is why it’s so important
to ignore what they say and focus on their actions. Actions don’t lie.
If Sean Reyes investigates, he should use a strict standard when analyzing their spending by
asking two simple questions: (1) Did the spending advance the statutory mission of the city? (2)
Did the benefit to taxpayers outweigh the personal benefit to the government employees in
question? If the answers are no, they should be prosecuted.
If our city employees attempt to plead, “Everybody was doing it!” he ought to ignore them just as
he would ignore looters who use the same excuse after a riot. There is absolutely no justification
for professionally trained city administrators with graduate degrees and highly paid department
heads with extensive training to pillage the public treasury, or allow anyone under their
supervision to do so. These people ought to be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
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Conclusion
Check out this list of people who came to the assistance of Mayor Jackson and her minions
when their gravy train was threatened by the evil forces of transparency.
Eagle Mountain Mayor Chris Pengra
Eagle Mountain City Administrator Ifo Pili
Eagle Mountain Finance Dir. Paul Jerome
Eagle Mountain City Recorder Fionnuala Kofoed
Eagle Mountain City Attorney Jeremy Cook
Eagle Mountain City Council, John Painter
Eagle Mountain City Council, Richard Steinkopf
Utah County Attorney Jeff Buhman
Utah County Asst. Attorney Tim Taylor
Jeff Robinson, Chief, Utah Cty Bureau of Investigations
Utah State Auditor John Dougall
Lex Hemphill, Chairman, State Records Committee
Paul Tonks, AG's legal counsel, State Records Committee
David Fleming, State Records Committee
Ernest Rowley, State Records Committee
Holly Richardson, State Records Committee
Doug Misner, State Records Committee
Anonymous Hackers
Daily Herald (regional newspaper)
Caleb Warnock, Reporter, Daily Herald
Cathy Allred, Reporter, Daily Herald

Deseret News (state-wide newspaper)
Frank Pignanelli, Democratic Lobbyist
LaVarr Webb, Republican Lobbyist
Crossroads Journal (local newspaper)
Wendy Lojik, Publisher, Crossroads Journal
Provo Mayor John Curtis
Orem Mayor Jim Evans
State House Rep. David Lifferth
Lehi Mayor Bert Wilson
Mapleton Mayor Brian Wall
Utah County Sheriff Jim Tracy
Utah County Commissioner Doug Whitney
Utah County Commissioner Gary Anderson
Utah County Commissioner Larry Ellertson
Utah County Chamber, Donna Milakovic
Herriman City Council, Coralee Moser
Herriman City Council, Matt Robinson
Utah County Association of Realtors
Utah Valley Home Builders Association
International Association of Firefighters

Isn’t it impressive? Have you ever seen so many media organizations, government agencies,
celebrity politicians and other bigwigs come together to fight the honest (and poor) citizens of
America’s youngest city? It’s hard to believe that so many people would go to so much effort
just to protect a bunch of small-town crooks who were misusing their public credit cards. But is
that really what they were protecting?
Or did Mayor Jackson and her successor Mayor Pengra work overtime to round up all the help
they could get because they were afraid of what would happen if the city’s employees were
replaced with honest professionals? Would honest professionals expose even bigger scandals
that would bring down even more powerful people? And what could those scandals be?
There’s another question that’s begging to be answered. Why would a new mayor like Chris
Pengra take responsibility for covering up the crimes of a previous administration? This only
makes sense if he was specifically recruited by the city’s establishment to run interference for
them once he got into office.
The frugal residents of Eagle Mountain deserve answers and I hope they demand them from the
city and from the AG’s office. It’s time for Eagle Mountain City’s “Pigs in Suits” to finally come
clean. And it’s also time for somebody to go to prison.
*****
If you want to help clean up the corruption in the Eagle Mountain, please visit the following page
on the eagleshare.org website:
http://www.eagleshare.org/get-involved
[end]
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